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I. liiTRODUCiTlOIi 
A, sriiopsis 
This paper deals v/ith the complete analysis of a six panel through 
railmy bridge considered as a space structure. One concentrated load 
is applied on caie vertical truss only, and is unsymmetrically placed 
on that truss. The theorotioal analysis is tased upon assumptions 
which, tlie autlior believes, are rationale 
A space model is than designed for the Bome bridge by the Principle 
of Similitudo, and a series of tests ore made therex'dth to check the 
computed results. 
It is possible to obtain an apparently correct solxition for the 
bridge as a space struoturo with all members pin-cormocted -vThon full 
diagonal bracing is assumed at the end panels. Since a number of 
investigators have considered tliis solution to be correct, to record 
the error of this rnethod, of analysis, a ooiaplete solution is provided 
in the Appendices. 
B, inSTORIC/iL REVIEi.T 
Tlie fundomaatol principles of the theory of strvioturea were not 
very definitely established prior to 1880; tlie period from 1865 to 1800 
marked the most rapid development (27). Thus in 1864, Llaxwell published 
his analysis of redundant frameworksj in 1874 Molir presented the same 
8 
kind of analysis vrhioh later bsoame generally knowi as tho Maxwell 
Ivlohr method of deflections. 
In 1868 Winkler forniulatod his theory of arches; in 1072 Greon 
presented his method of moment areas; anr in 1877 V/illiot discovered 
the graphical solution for truss deflections, Castigliano published 
his treatise of least v/ork in 1879; Manderla presented his solution of 
secondary stresses in 1879j and V/inkler developed another method for 
secondary stress solution in 1880 (1), (27), 
Muller-Breslau and Poppl made eorly contributions to the solution 
of the stresses in both determinate and indetenninate space structures 
(27), (48). 
Little progress has been made along the analysis of space struc­
tures until the last fifteen years, when the precise design of aeroplane 
striiotures called for further studios. In 1920, R, V, Southwell pre­
sented his method of tension coefficients for space struct\ares, in vjhich 
all stresses in different members are expressed in terms of their lengths 
and tension factors (37), In the same year, Southwell lias presented a 
complete solution for redundantly braced frameworks stressed by flexure, 
torsion, and shear (38), His solution is based on an ideal application 
of loads. 
Also in 1920, Pi'ofessor A, J, S, Pippeixd of Bristol, England, 
and Vf, D, Douglas published their paper, "Torsional Stresses in the 
Fuselage of an Aeroplane" (28), In this analysis, the authors, applying 
9 
the principle of least work, canputed the amount of torque distribution 
among different portions of the abructurej the torsion end wqb aasimed 
to bo a rijuid plane, and the four corners of the other end were pinned 
to tho wall* 
In 1924, ProfesGor PijppEird conducted a aeries of tests for torsion 
on redmidantly braced frcsmenrorks to ccanpare with computed results based 
on the inetliod developed by H. S, Southnvell (29). Stresses for flexure 
loadings have also been chocked. His results are vrell in agreement with 
the theoretical values* 
Using the same frame. Professor Pippard has made aiaother series of 
tests to oheok -(Jie similarity between redundantly braoed framovrorks and 
solids (so). Different methods of bracings have been employed for tho 
tests of St. Venant's Principle of equivalent loadings. Pippard's 
results show that when all t-ransverse frtsaes ore braoed, equivalent load­
ings could be used as for solids* 
Another complete treatment of space framevrorks is Professor John 
Podolsky's "Space l''rames, Mechanics of Structures" published in Hussion, 
1931 (SS). In this v/ork, the author devoted his entire volume to all 
kinds of space structures. 
In 1930, Hudolf Bernhard presented an analysis of bridge strue-
tures (4). In this paper, the author considered each transverse frame 
as supported at three elastic corners, and solved the torsion effect by 
method of work. In the same year, ho made a series of tests on a nuiabor 
of bridges with eccentrie loadix?gs» llis results shwT tliat when the 
10 
bridge is loaded on one traok only, tho bridge tends to rotate tov/ard 
the load* 
Meanwhile, W. Bergfelder has puhliehed another paper dealing with 
tho complete snalyeiB of bridge stjruotures v/ith ocoentric loads (3), 
In tliis papor, the author analyzed tho bridge on the assuraption tliat all 
joints ore pin-connected, and the ends are fully braced with diaconals. 
His results, howcrver, indicate that when the bridge is loaded on one 
truss only, the structure \vill deform in such a way that the loaded 
transverse frame tends to rotate in a direction opposite to the couple 
of the ococntrio load. This, as noted above, is disapproved by 
Bernhard's tests. 
An early complete treatment of rigid frsmes in space published in 
1926, is due to Alfred Millies, although he 1ms started his work as early 
as 1921# In his analysis, the author has solved rigid space frames with 
four Effid ei^at logs which are fixed at the bottom. In 1932, the aatne 
author has preseated a paper for the solution of a cylindrical rigid 
space frame under vertical and horizontal loads (22)© All the analyses 
of the autlior are based upon energy considerations. 
Professor Benjamin Hayor of Lausanne, Switzerland, has published 
two papers dealing mth the graphical solution of space structures (21); 
his first paper v/as presented in 1910, and his second, in 1926. His 
solution, based on the principle of linear complex, has been presented 
to the /^aorican literature by Professor 1', H, Constant (7). 
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R. V. i'lses lias used a more practical graphic solution (24), ond 
1'/, Prater lias solved n space sti*ucture v/ith the graphic methods of 
B, Mayor aiad K. v. Hisos (34)« 
The history of spaoo structures is of vory rooont date, and tho 
availal^lo literature is quito limited. 
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II. FKlXIinilAiO: I^n,^JSTJ^ATIOHS 
Iiletlaods of stress atiolysis of bridge stnictures are baaed upon 
the fb llowing aasumpti ons: 
a* Ilmt the bridge i s md© up of plonor structures^ and each part 
is analyzed indspondenbly. Shis is tlx5 visual assumption for practical 
designs* Under this assumption, -the immediate deductions are: 
Tlis superimposed loads are transmitted from the roadway to the 
main trusses by simple beam action of the roadimy, stringers* 
and floor besms* 
The (Tiid reactions of the floor beins are regarded as applied 
loads on the vertical trusses, v;hich are analyzed as simple 
strucin.ires« 
uind loads ore carried by the bop end bottom lateral systems. 
If both diaipnals in each panel ore assumed to retist both 
tension and c csnpresslon, lateral ti*usses iTill tlien be analyzed 
as redundant trusses. 
All transverse frames, includiiig the portals, are considered as 
rigid franes. 
b. That tie bridge is a space structure, and all joints are pin-
coxmected in all cirootions. The siE5)lost ^ace freane starts with four 
points in. space connected by six bars. Tlio degree of redundancy is 
found from tho equation, 
n » 3m - 6 
v;5iGre n is the number of necessary bars for a just stiff stmcturo, and 
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m the number of space joints, Rcduadont reaotionB or inombors are analysed 
by strain-energy considerations. 
The solution to bo prooonted in this paper is leased upon assumptions 
vriiioh are differont from botli (a) and (b). It differs fron (a) in that 
the bridge is considered as a space structure, and froia (b) in that the 
trcmsverse froiies are not pin-connected parallelograms but braced frames 
T^iich could transmit torsion. A careful consideration of all factors 
involved vrould indicate tliat it is highly desirable to malce a critical 
investigation of the action of portal frames, stringers, top and bottom 
lateral systems in tliis section^ in order to establish some simple but 
rational assumptions. Also, the structural properties of the portals 
establishod in this section vdll be used later for the complete solu­
tion in Chapter III, 
A, PLAl-lAR TRUSSES VilTH REDUITOAI'IT LffifffiBRS Ai:D RBACTIOliS 
1, Stress Computations^ The stress analysis of any truss vdth 
redundant members or reactions^ or both^ can be solved by eitlier con-' 
eidering deformations of meinbere^ or strain-energy in the structure as 
a viiiole,! Botli approaches would eventually lead to the same fundamental 
equationss 
SuiL Su«L 
and placing S •» S* + + UgSg, these equations become, 
\ S'uiL u-t^L uiUpL 
5, -- ^ -w- * 'I ' 0 (1) 
, ^uiugL Up^L 
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whore S » tho final stress in the rodimdont sti*uoturo« 
S'« tlio strosa in the simple structure under exbernal loads,mth 
all redundancies roaoved. 
Sjn the stress in the redundant r.iQTibsr No. 1, \'jrhen load is applied 
to tho redundant structureo Sirailarly, Sg ia used for redundant 
rae:ibor No. 2. 
tho stress in any raonber of the strucl-wre for a unit tension 
load in redundant nreraber llo. 1, all other redundant members be-
in^ removed. Also, U2 is defined in a similar way for redundent 
member IJo. 2. 
E, A, L, => modulus of elasticity, area of cross-section, and length 
of any member. 
Thus, tliere xvill be as many equations as there are redundancies, 
and stresses could be obtained by solvin(^ these equations. Redundant 
reactions are considered in the seme way as redundant members. 
2« Displacgnentst The dieplaoraasn-bs of ony joint in a statically 
debeminate structure may be either determined graphically by draTmig 
Y/illiot diaEarams, or algebraically by using the eqAation, 
d a (3) 
m ^ ^ 
where u is tlic stress in the structure cai-ised by unit load applied at the 
Joint v;i)erQ deflection is required, and in the direction of the desired 
deflection. 
For statically indeterniinate atinctures, the final stresses in all 
manbers must first be found from Equations (l) and (2). Deflections of 
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tho redimdoat stniotura jnay 139 obtained sitlier graphically or algo-
braically. The graphical solution requires a V/illiot diagrcun for the 
etrticttu*0 with all redundant msmbera removed. Tlia algebruio solutioa 
is obtained from Equation (3)» The u stress is dstorrained for the 
structure vd.th all redundant Biembops removed} and S, ttio final strotsaos 
in the redundant struoturs as found from Equations (1) and (2), is 
applied to the iiiemborB for vj5iioh the u stresses were foimd« 
1. End Floor Beam« Tiia end floor beam of a bridgo presents an 
unusual situation in that it is inclinded at an angle from the plane 
of the portal framOf 
In the bridge tsiiioh will be used hereafter for stress analysis 
B. mu PORTAL AS A PLANAR PRAlffi 
and aa a prototype for modol design^ the end floor beam consists of 
the following structural slmpesf 
4 iP 6" X 6" X 9/16" 
1 Wob 52|" X 3/8" 
Area 45.40 sq«in« 
= 2046,47 in,4 
Ig2 = 181,47 in,4 
^KK 36805.9 in.<!= 
IT 
• r 
^x'x* " + ^ x"'^2 cos 2<^ -H sin 2«c 
. 2 2 
H a J xyda => Product of Inertia vri-th 
respect to axes xx and 22, and is 
equal to zero v/hon tlie section is 
sytnmetrical with raspect to tliesfj axes. 
Pig, 1 
End l^loor Beam 
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36005,9+101,47 
2 
, 36805.9-181,47 
2 X 
COS 2<^a 22413,7 in,^ 
^ = MO in,3 o Stiffness 
Strut, In through "bridgos, knee braces are generally 
used in the portals, and tho portal struts ore very muoh stronger at 
their ends than at the middle sections, "The stiffness at one end of 
a "beam is defined as tho uioiaont required to produce unit rotation of 
this end, when both ends are supported and the other end held fixed." 
For irregular sections, tho easiest •way to find tlie stiffness is to 
use tho method of Golunin Analogy dovolopod hy Pi-ofessor liordy Cross (9). 
Thus, for tho strut v/ith dimonsions as shovjn in Fig, (2), if the cross 
section is assxuned uniform tlirough its length and equal to the middle 
poi'tion, the stiffness is. 
However, for this aotua:! section including the Imee hraoes, the stiff-
1 
_ , 10546.3 3 206,8 in,® 
ness is found equal to d29«01 in,®. For detailed computations, see 
Appendix B, 
Struts 4 13 3" x 3" x s/s" 
1 YIeb X 3/8" 
Knee 4 Ip 3" x 3" x 3/8" 
Br«ao0Pt 1 vwb s/a" TMqlc 
Ijjg = 10546,3 in,^ 
Head Strut 
Fig. 2 
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3. Defleotioa of the Portal l-'ramo. YJith tlie stiffness of tho 
individual meanbers in tho freno as couiputcd in the preceding sections, 
the entire portal frame supported at tit) t\'/o lower corners and under 
either horizontal or vertical loads can be solved in a fetT ways. 
Tne general method of solution tised iii tlio case of the arch mth 
fixed ends can bo applied here* Tho frouio is cut at some convenient 
point, as at the center of -(l.e horizontal beam, and deflections at this 
cut section are then expressed in teriiTS of both the external loads and 
intenml stresses. The relative dofloctions of tho tvro halves at this 
saotion must be equal to sero. There xrill be ae many equetions as there 
are unlcnown internal streases, and iho solution could be obtained. 
Anobher method is to use the inoiaent distribution method developed by 
Professor Hardy Cross (9), But the simplest v«iy would be to use -Uie 
slope deflection method, upon which the follaving solution is based. 
Assuming all olookrd.se rotations, O's, d/l, and rotation produced 
by outside shears, as positive, the gmeral equation will have the 
following formi 
^ " %Ti ~ '*• ®n - Sllnm)* for E » 1 
I'lnal values of moramts will be checked by passing a circle clockwise 
around any joint. If the first fiber of any member met by this circle is 
tension, tho moment vdll have a plus sign. 
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A -•i-=4l43 F 
^^ZZO in? 
Fig« 3 
Iad " " 3008.6 in,4 
^AB» jl-DC before. 
Dxio to Syinniotry, 
®A " ®B 
9jQ «a 0Q 
R a R o IJ 
AD BC 
Joint A, 
Joint D, 
12G0.7 0^ - 12.69j) + 37.3 R « 0 
12.6 ©A - 683,2 Op + 37.8 R =» 0 
477.9 X P 
%D --'DA ~ ""— elves. 
Solvlnp •b» 
« 37.8 0^ « 37,8 0J, + 75.6 R + 239 P » 0 
« - 0,097 P 
6jQ •» 0.X87 P 
R « - 3.30 P 
(1) 
(2)  
(3) 
"AD 
=• - 120 P 
^)A = - 119 P 
Actual deflection at B, 
d 3.30 P X 477,9 1577 P , , » Lj • Indies. 
E E 
IIIIF • 
Plg» 4 Portal Deflections. 
The nonents at tlie top and Ixittoiji of ead'i end post are tspprox-
iniataly equal, which shows tlmt the points of inflection of the end 
posts or© very near the middle points of the end posts. Tlmt is, the 
portal fraiae ,as a whole has the property of a similar frame with the 
end posts fixed at the bottom* 
C. EIE PCETAL A* SPACE PRAIffi 
1. Method of Investigation. When a msnber in a space rigid frome 
is out at a section, the internal stresses developed at tl» cut section 
vdll have to satisfy six oquationas 
20 
9VJ 
9F_ 0. -^»o. 
9,^ - 0' 
9Vf 
• • m 0. 
9 P * 
i^-0, 
911,,  ^
'y 
9M 
— « 0.  
V.'here, F, T;., are forces and moments; and x, y, z, are lany three axes 
perpendicular to each other. Forces consist of shears, and .axial sbrossj 
and moment a consist of bending and torsion. The internal stresses are 
thus detomined from a solution of tlie above equations, 
Zm Sign Convei3tion» In the solution of any space frame, tlie sign 
convention is impoirtant in e-rolxttttlng tho direotioxis of stresses. For 
standardisation, the fbllofrilng sign convmtion is adopted (23): Direc-
tiorus of forces are shown by single arrow, and i±iOBe of moments, by double 
arrow vectors# Double arrow vectors are operated in the sense of richt-
Fy. • 
handed screvvs.j 
A 
P 
Y 
Z04' 
O 
r-^ K 
C .L 
y 
X 
X 
• H 
(a) 
Force Syston 
in 3mce Frame 
m 
(b) 
Shears fi; 
Axial Stress 
TfTf 77TT 
n. 
>• • 
b 
rrm 
(o) 
Moments & 
Torsion 
Fig. 5 
Space Fromo 
'? 1 
For a very complicated spao© ritjicl frone, nanbers used as bocriis or 
otruts generally ha^re one Bio?i system, end members loaed as posts or 
columns, aiioilier* In this case, however, tho portal is a very single 
framojs internal stresses in the strut as shorn in Fig, (5) are assumed 
as positive. 
Solution^ A solution for tho portal as a rigid frsne in space 
mil be made in this section# The force Py is acting as shown in 
Fig. (6) in a direction perpendicular to tlie pltsie of tho portal, and 
applied at the corner B, 
D 
m 
\B 
c 
TTT? 
y - 0.006 p 
" 0.114P 
(a) 
Stresses caused 
by P 
(b) 
Deflections 
Fig. 6 
Z2 
For bending in tlic pltine of the portal: 
I„, « 10546.3 in.^ 
^AD' ^ BC " 
For bending in planes perpendicular to that of the portal: 
" 17.2 Inii^ (Plane of lateral Truss) 
^AD' ^ BC " 2611*5 in."^ (Plane of Vortical Trusis) 
Polar moments of Inertia: 
Strut, <3 1,35 in."^ 
Postj^ <I^jj *• Qa50 in»^ 
Assume G, tlie shearing modulus of elasticity equal to 0,4E, 
The polar moment of inertia is assumed equal to l/S for 
structural sections. 
All structural sections are assumed as imde up of small rectangular aeo-
tions. b, is the longer dimension and d, the shorter dimension of 
any saall rectangular section. 
For this loading, only torsion S and sliear Y exist in the strut. There­
fore only t\70 equations are required# 
•|Y " 13931 P + 2,993,740 Y - 87 5 « o (1) 
piY 
— » « 43.7 P - 87 Y + 378 S » 0 (2) 
Y " - 0.006 P 
S " + 0.114 P 
The deflection, (Fig. (6b) of tlio portal as a ^ace frame is ob­
tained by jis&lecting the torsion effect of the strut oiid the end posts. 
For mojTionts and shears in any other portion of the portal fromo, values 
can bo found readily from the knovm internal stresses in the strut. 
D. TOP UTl'Iil/iL V/ITVi POuTAI.S AS A SPACE STRUGTUKE 
Tho rnQimer in ivliicli the portal frames support the top lateral 
truss, v/hon the load in actin;^^ in the plane of tliis ti'ues, is in-
•vestigated in this seotion, 
V/ith ri,^;id frainos at both ends, the top lateral truss under vrind 
load v.'ill be restrained more or loss so as to cause sli{^t changes in tlie 
axial stresses of all the msiibers# The degree of restraint depends, 
however, upon tlie rigidity of -the portal frones, and the extreme case 
•mill be that when the end posts are assumed fixed at their ends# 
4 @ 300 = J2QO 
T 
Fig. 7 
Top Lateral System as a Space Structure 
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1» Solution of the Top La.teral Systom vrith tho End Posts Fixsd 
at the Bottom* A general solution vath -iiie end posts fixed at the 
bottom ivill be mdo in this article, since it gives tlie f-;reatest re­
straint on the lateral trusis. For portals vd.th pin-connoctod ends, 
the problem can bo solved by a similar analysis. \/itl; tho properties 
of the portal frames in space established in sections (B) aiul (c), the 
easiest my to obtain a solution is by passing a section t}irough the 
third panel of the lateral truss, Tlio t\vD halves are thon considered 
as cantilevers, 
IVhen all joints of tho lateral truss are assumed as pin-conneoted, 
and when the portal ooltmms are assvimed fixed at the bottom, the portals 
are stable and c£m resist loads in the plane of the truss. The three 
manbers, thus out by this section, are considered as redundant members, 
although -ttie degree of redmdancy for the entire systam in Pig, (7) 
is mucli more than three. For a gmaral solution, the end posts sire 
assumed to mke an angle of 9 ivith the verticals, 
Mth tho value of l/iilA ocjial to 28,65 for head struts? to 86,79 
for top diagonal; to 6,9E for top chords; and vnth the axial stresses 
in tlie end posts and portal struts neglected; an application of tiie 
strain-energy principle gives the following three equations: 
Then the total deflection along S,, 
lifedx 
(1) 
along 
I«mdx (2) 
GUlcl 
S'UgL ^1^3^ UpU,L u.,^L /" l/aiidx 
»3"—-Sl-EA^-==Z-|^*=34r* <=' 
Sz-
Iho last terra is the defloction duo to poi'tal freaes. 
Substituting the values obtained boforo, the Unal equations v/ill be 
as follows: 
E « 1 
Si: 
20244 coa^e p + (27«69 + 27700 oos2©)Si 
+ (22s91 + 22920 cos2s)S2 + 176 oos^OSg •" 0 (a) 
(-171.S5 - 864 - 50260 oos2@)p + (22*91 + 22920 oos2o)Si 
+ (423.02 + 993 + 169800 cos2«)S2 + 146 cos^OSg ta 0 (b) 
(-10,16 ~ 20244 oos®0)P + 176 cos^QSi + 146 (so8^QS2 
* (27,69 + 27700 co82©)Sg « 0 (o) 
Substituting in the actual bridge, vrith cos 9 eqml to 372/477.9, 
these equations beoomoa 
16810Si + 13910S2 + lOSSg + 12266 P - 0 (1) 
ISgiOSj + 104298S2 + 88Sg - 31507P • 0 (2) 
loesj + QQSg + l6810Sg - 12276P - 0 (3) 
Sg; 
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Solving, 
- - 1.080 P 
Sg « + 0.447 P 
Sg « + 0.735 P 
Stresses in tlie lateral tiniss are obtained by substitution. 
I 
-O.J42 -OS42 -/ogc? -/oao 
-^ •0.7JS\^  ^
. . .  
 ^e>. joo'^ /^ oc?" ' f 
R ' 
(a) Lateral truss v/ith portals 
as a unit. 
-ajosi -o.jsd - U04- -J.I04 
+0. 7JS^  ^
o 
(b) -Lateral truss as 
simply supported. 
Fig. 8. 
Stresses in Top 
Lateral System. 
Foi' the interest of oorapm'ison, atresses in tho top lateral 
truss T/hon considered as a simply supported truss are shosra in l''ig» 
(8) b. It will be noted that tte chons© in stress io neglijjibly small. 
The effect of portal restraint increases as tho angle 8 increasesi and in 
tho extreme case, when 9 becomes 90 degrees, the end posts are in the 
SDjn© plane as tlie lateral truss. In this case, the chord stresses or© 
greatly decreased. For 0 less tlmn 60 degrees, the effect of portal 
restraint can be oitirely neglected* A more accurate stress analysis 
would be to include the axial stresses in the end posts in the eenei'ol 
eqf.iations. 
E. BOTTOI^ lATER/vL IHTCSTIGATIONS 
Investigations in this section are made to determine the effect 
of stringers on the stresses of other members in the bottom lateral 
truss. 
1* Assumptions. The entire bottom lateral truss, wilh double 
diagonal bracing and including all stringers, is a highly redundant 
structure. Any solution fbr this system will depend to a large 
extent upon the vi&y of selecting the basic structure. The basic 
structure can be chosen in at loast two v/ays. The first way is to 
asauae tlie vdiolo bottom lateral truss as pin-connected at every joint 
including the conjiections between stringers and floor beams. The axial 
stresses in the stringers ^ vi 11 cause bendin{; in floor booras, and cause 
change in tho axial stresses of chord members through reactions. Under 
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this assuniption, "Hiore will be trrolvo redundant strin^iers, one diaijonal 
in ©aoh panol, oixl one reaction at tho top comer, with a tcrtal of 
19 redundancies. 
Tlx; second assumption Is to regard all tho diagonals and tho extra 
reaction as rodimdonb membersj and tho structure thus left consisting 
of only floor beams, stringers, and chord members is then considered 
as a rigid frame. Since the stress in any redundant diagonal can be 
resolved into components along the direction of the bottom chord and 
the direction of the floor beam at the joint, the solution of the 
entire bottom lateral sjratem thus beoomos a series of solutions of the 
rigid frame, for different serbe of concentrated loads applied indi­
vidually at different panel points of the frame® 
2. Solution of the Pin-oonneoted Structure* This solution is 
based upon iiie first assumption that all joints in the bottom lateral 
truss are pin-connected; and all stringers, one diagonal in each 
panel, and one reaction at I^q, are regarded as redundancies. Solving 
in the usual way, tlie following general equations hold true; 
For redundant stringerss 
5- SuL  ^ £ / iSmdx  ^ (A) 
For redundant diagonals 
(B) 
For redundant reaction, H 
(C) 
S„ 
L, L3 
<3 @ 300 = IQOO 
Pig. 9 
Bottom Lateral TrusB 
S = S' + SjUj + SgUg + S^gUj^g 
•" hs^ Q"' * 
M « M* + + SgSig 
• Hmj^S 
these general equations have the following formsJ 
For Stringer Ho» 1, Sj^i 
u-|2L 
Put 
and 
Bil EI ^ EA y BI "" 
V 4/ Xi> 
+ H + <S»UiL ^  ^  
EA. m. 
eto. etc, etc. for stringer Ho, 12 
(1) 
(12) 
For redv;nclant (JiaRonal, 
EA m. 3DA 
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+ S + H 12^  J. S'u«_L 
otc. etc, etc. for diagonal Sj^g (18) 
and for redundant reaction, H: 
o llUn L HuoL Hu* wL 
^ ^ II^L S'liL 
^  — ' 0  (19) 
Thus there are 19 equations for 19 unknoivne; stresses in those 
redundant raecibers can bo found« For tliis particular bridge, the 
L/eA ami monait of inertia of different iiicmbera are: 
Llember L/ga I 
Botton chorda in 
panel 1, 2, 5, 
eaid 6 s 11.33 
in panels 3, 4: 5»96 
Floor beams 
end: 
infa.: 4.47 286,82 in.'^ 
3.61 181.47 in.'^ 
Diagonals 
panels 1, 63 74.65 
panels 2-5s 85.97 
Stringers 5.58 
and the solution for this lateral truss under the conoentrated load 
P at L4 in Fit> (9) gives; 
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Stringers, in terras of P; 
^1 EB -0,040 S,^ Q +0.021 
^2 SI +0,041 Sg = -0,022 
n 
-0.04S Sg ° +0.001 
H a +0,041 Sio« ~0,001 
m +0,002 . Sir + (-.-) 
®6 ta -o.oos 1^2" •« ^  •«»*« ^  
Diagonals, in terms of P: 
Sjgp +0»SG90 
^14» "'•0*3860 
^15* Lg—Lgg" +0«38G0 
®16» ^3'"^44° +0-3812 
^'l7» h'h^" -0.5087 
^18* *^*5002 
Rodundant reaction, 
H » +0,887 
3. Solution of the Syateiii vAth Stringors Omitted* In this case, 
it is assmod that the axial stresses in stringers aro nof^eoted, 
and tlia lateral trusses will have six rociundant diagonals and one 
rodundant reaction. This set of equations is obtained from the above 
O o 
a/5 
/ 
nineteen "by omitting the stringer stroasea of ani Sj^g. For tlio scuns 
L/liA values of tho chord members and diagonals, tlie results are as 
f O11OV;Q ; 
Redundant diafpnals: 
" +O.S3 69P 
Lj-Lgg B +0.3335P 
^2"^S3 " +0.S836P 
" +0,3780P 
^4*"Lgg a «0«5108P 
L_«"L„„ " ""OaSOSlP 5 66 
H - +0,8670P 
4« Method for Solving tlie Rigid Frgne Structure* Tliia soluldon is 
based on the asBumption oade in (1) that all the twelve diagonals 
and the reaction H are considered as redundancieaj and the basic 
system with strineers, floor beams, and bo-btom phords, is then re­
garded as a rigid fVame® 
All me1±LodG for Bol-viijg reotangular frames or -vierendeel trusses 
can be well applied hero, since the basic froine is in fact an exten­
sion of rectangular frEunes* All redundant diagonal stresses are con­
sidered as conceitrated loads at all ponol points of the frame. Thus, 
assume a concmtrated load P is applied at in the direction of the 
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floor beoOT the Slope Deflootion inobhod {-ctob the simplest 
In, bhis bridgSj th.© iiioinonts of inertia arej 
J.Ioinber I in 
Bottom diords in 
panols If 2, 5, 6j 
in panels S, 4: 
End floor beeans 
section between sbrin^jersj 
section betv/een stringors aiid 
bottom oliordsj 
Int. floor beams 
seotion between stringers: 
section beti^reen stringers ojod 
bottom chords: 
StringerEI 
4.757 
9.413 
2,160 
3.025 
3.415 
4.780 
0.950 
L 
Ln 
&-
H— 
U 
'bb 
L, 
433 
Ldd 
3^ 
L44 
4^ 
G <§) 300 ~ I8OO 
-5S 
Lpr 
>-r 
les 
U 
• '-ita 
^ s CO o 
- - <VJ 
. Fig. 10 
Bottom Lateral Frame 
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j.Me to sa-OMtry, oto,^ and a tlioro 
will be 14 tv;iat aii^jles and 8 R's as sliOTm in Fig® (10). Usiiig slope 
doflcction ncthod, 14 equations can bo obtained by suramin^ all moraonts 
about each of tlio 14 joints oqurd to zoroj and 8 moi*e oquntions can 
be obtainer] from panol shears in vertical and horizontal directions* 
Detail solution will not be given here, and results obtained are: 
n +0.1721 ®0 a +1.34S5 % 13 +1.95465 
- +0,2409 m +1,5201 Bi +2.03323 
®c 8 +0.2087 »2 9 +1.5145 Rg CD +1.69341 
n +0.1202 a +1.2840 m +0.82269 
a 
-0,0828  ^ "is m -2.7695.8 
®f a -0.0936 m -2.9691 ^6 m -3.73440 
>0.1331 ®6 o -2.4421 tt +0.07219 
Hg m +0.08287 
By applying concentrated loads at each joint separately, the com­
plete analysis of the entire bottom lateral system can be obtained. 
Due to synmetry, four sets of equationa vwuld be aiout^ for the solutionj 
because the principle of reciprocal defloctions can be ^ plied. Those 
four sets of oquntions are those for the frame loaded with concentrated 
loads at Lqq, Lg, and Lg, Finally, anothea- set of 13 equations 
is required for tlie complete analysisj these equations are obtained 
from tlio tv/elve redundant diagonal and tlie redundant reaction H. 
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It is at onoo oviclesat that under tl-iis assumption of rigid frame 
eolutionj the analysis is extremely tedious. Alsoj since the axial 
stressos in tlic chords, strin{;ers, cind floor beoras are nej^eoted in 
the froriie solution, tlio final results eire oven less accurate. 
5. Discussion of Ilesults. Prom the alx)v© analyses, it can bo 
said that the axial stresses in stringers ai'e ne^igibly small, end 
their effects on chord stresses can be entirely dS-sregarded. 
Also, since the axial stresses in stringers depend upon the 
lateral stiffness of floor besiis, their effeota are greatly increased 
v/hen the floor beans ore stiffened laterally# This is the case for 
Mgjtavsy bridges, where the conorete pavement has stiffened tiie floor 
beame to a great extent, end tiierefcre, tlte axial stresses in ohord 
jnembers may be esipeoted to be considerably reduced. 
F. DISPLACIMENT OF SI ACE STRICTURES 
The entire bridge artructure, with tha exception of the tiTO portals, 
is generally composed of four trusses, and the tivo pianos in ivlaich the 
main trusses lie ore perpendicular to the two other partjllel planes 
coraposin,j the top and bottom lateral systems. Still in a feav other 
cases, bricities are built up of three trusses so thit eaoh transverse 
frame vdll fonn en isosceles or equilateral trianj^le. But, in any 
case, the f'l splaceramts in the plans of any truss can bo very easily 
doterminodi and in planes otlier than thoso in irhich trusaen lie, tlio 
displacements can bo readily found frojia -voctor siras. The following 
example rdll clarify tlie above statanenta. In the l''ij5« (ll)a tho frtsme 
haa the diraonsions as indicated, and tlie -bl-iree supports A, B, and C 
are pinned to a fixed plane. With a load of 1000 pounds hung -rortioal-
ly at D, stressos are easily determined as Bhowi in the l''ig. (lla). 
'3# 
A.I 
lOOO r 
Stress due to IOOO 
IJispJac<zn7(znt in plane'ABD. 
Fig. 11 
Assuming the h/k values of all the members are each oqual to 10, 
and tho value of E oqual to uiuty, the displaoanents in the direction 
of PD, for insttnce, con be either computed or scaled from a displace­
ment diagram. Thus by computation, a unit load is applied at D in 
tho direction of FD, and stressoa u in the frame are as sliovm in Fig. (lib). 
Q iu> i 
Then, if v;c call tJie strossos in tlie frrene duo to the 1000 pounds S, 
tl-.e (leflecbion alon{; Fn mil be gimply suimatlon SuL/ea of the whole 
frEEno. Thin oorapiatation f-.ivos 6731 in a direction avraiy from 1'', or 
elongated, 3y using a di^laoencrtb diarircms the sarao result vdll be 
obtained as shovffi in B'ig. (llc)» It trill be noticed tlrnt the diagram 
is based upon the defbrnations of AD and BD only, since PD is in the 
plane of ADD iTioich is not affeotod by the inonber CD. 
In the same the •rortical doflection at D cen be oomputed 
or dravra by using tlio oomponent along FD of the deformations in plane 
ABD and combininij it v/i'th that of CD, since CD is in the vertical 
plane CFD» 
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III» ANALYSIS OP 'JIIB liMTIRK BRIDGE AS A SPACE STRUCrURE 
The spaoifio principles and assumptions, upon \'diiioh is Tmsed the 
solution of the bridge as a space structure, are first disousssd. 
After the dimensions and structural properties are given for 
bridge v^iich is used for this theoretical analysis and as tlie 
prototype of a model, a general solution is presented for the ra­
tional method of computing the stresses in the bridge considered as 
a space structure. The special phases of this solution include the 
computation of stresses resulting from: 
(a) Equal loads placed at the same panel points of both 
vertical ti-usses, 
(b) A Torque T caused by an eccentric vertical load placed at 
the panel point of one truss only. 
• Then a complete stress solution is ja-esented for an eccentric 
vertical load of 40,000 pounds at Joint L^. The vertical and lateral 
displacements are also ccEiputed for the vortical and lateral trusses 
and for the transver8t| franies. 
Finally, the secondary stresses are computed in the main members 
meeting at joint and produced by the simultaneous bonding in each 
plane of the vertical truss, t}io top lateral truss and the transverse 
frame, 
A. BASIC PRinCIPL'rJS AI'H) ASSUICPTIONS 
Before proceeding mth detailed solutions, a few points v/ill be 
made vjhich trill serve to justify tho assumptions used hereaftdp. 
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Sto VeMant's Principle* General Statesnenb of the Prinolplo#— 
"An iraporteait principle enunciatGd by st. Venant states that tha strains 
T/hich are produced in mi olaGtio solid, by the applicaUon to a sraoll 
portioii of its surface of a system of .forces statically equivalent to 
zero fot'CG anci sero couple, are of nsj^ij^ible diinensions at diatoiicos 
Vfhioh are larije compared v.-ith the linear di r.ienffl.ons of that portion." (30) 
lilien corr.bmed "Tltli the principle of superposition, an immediate 
deduction can be rade as folloiva: "Forcos applied at one pai-t of 
an elastic solid mil induce stresses r:hich, except in a region close 
to that part, vrill depend almost entirely upon their resultant action, 
and very littlB upon their distribution." (39) 
Applicability of the principle to redundant frames.—St, Venant 
gave no formal proof of the above principle, whidi -vrns enunciated -with 
reference to elastic solids, but all ejqperiinental evideiioe since has 
gone to prove that it is valid, and moreover that the distance from 
the part of application of tlis loads is, for practical puiposes, a 
very aiiall one. Based on the considerations of strain-energy, I.lr. 
H. Southwell has well danonstrated Hie truth of the statonsnt (39). 
It is of considerable value to interpret a redundant frame from a 
difforexA cuit^lo; A redundant frame is a structure with more bars thon 
necessary to lie Id external loads or internal strains. If tiie number 
of redundancicG becomes very largo or, as a limit, infinite, the frame 
will be a solid; and therefore, this principle should be applicable 
more or less to a redundont fi'otne. The extent of its validity in such 
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cases must depend on the degree of redundoncy and the way in v/hich the 
redundant rneiribcirs are dl aposed# 
Experimental results on the fuselage of airplane stincturos in 
the form of tubes braced l^xagpnally by A. J« S» Pippord end G. II. 
Cliffcjrd (so) warrant the following conclusions: 
(a) Tim principle of St. Venatit coii be applied to the case of a 
redundaat framovrork# 
(b) The operation of the principle is very slovj- if planes parallel 
to the loadini^ ploiie are unbraced, evoa whei the franiexvorlc exhibits 
a hi^h def_;ree of redundancy in other pleaios. 
(c) If the plane of loading is braced, the tendency towards the 
equalimtion of strains is pronounced, and the distance required for 
the Trariation of strains to become no (eligible is dependenfc to a 
marked extent upon the efficiency of the bracing in liiis and parallel 
plane s (29 ) • 
S« Principle of Least Work» The method of least v/ork has played 
a very important part in -liae development of ihe tlieory of structures, 
and is very widely used. It has been hold that the principle is 
traceable to the "principle of least action" reoo^jiized In the field 
of mathematical physics. The cpplicability of this principle in the 
stress anulysis of structures was discovered by Castigliano (1875), 
and Y^icxace it is t;Qnerally knovoi as Castigliano's second theorem# 
This principle briefly stated is: "In a fromerrork v;hioh is not 
initially eclf-strained, the stresses imposed by a gjlvon system of 
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exi" rnal forcos may bo found frora the conditions for a rainiraum value 
of the total strain-enoi'gy, if account be talcen of the comlitiona of 
equilibrium," (S9)« To put it in a imy generally employed in engineer­
ing probloras, this principle states iiaat the partial differential co-
efficiont of tlao total strain-energy vdth ro!5)eot to the load in a 
redundant manber of a statically indeterrainate structvu-e is equal to 
zero, if liiat redundant member is of the desired lengtho 
l!r. R. V. Southvroll has well demonstrated the physical basis of 
this principle, and has put it in a more goneral form so as to be able 
to ^ ply to froraeworlcs which are initially self-stredned (39)» 
Experimental results on a tubular framev/ork by A, J. S. Pippoi'd 
and J, F. Bolcer are in agreement with the tlieory (31). This result is 
of interest to eEjj^ineers,. since in aeroplane structuros a definite 
amount of load and stress distribution to the entire frai® is very 
desirable in order to do aimy v/ith all unnecessary v;eigjit« 
One poiiit to be noted, however, is tiiat the tobal differential 
coefficient of the strain-energy with respect to the load in one of 
the redundant members %'X)uld not be equ':l to zero, if the rcerriber is 
origixially not of the exact length. In this case, the coefficieiit v/ill 
equal the error in length* This relationship sho^vs that the principle 
of least work is only a special case of a more general theory# 
S» Torsional Resistance of the Troaaverse Frone* Experiments made 
by R. Bernliard (3) on a three truss, double track, railway bridge and 
other tests liave ^own that, with locomotives on one track only, -die 
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bridge will rotate slif^itly in the direction of tlio torque creatod by 
the eccentric load. Also, oi'dinQry coinputatioiiis on planar structures 
usually indicate tliat tho separate tranavorse frat® a of a through 
bridjje act as ri^;id frones, Tbat is, they haTC never been regarded as 
paralleloijrDms pinned at the .{bur corners. 
Af^ain, in the rectangular frame nhOTm in Fig, (12), if -the four 
comers A, B, 0, D, are pinned, a total nxmbor of five meinbers vd-ll make 
it determinate* Actually, counting oach stiff corner as one member, 
there are eight mmbers and so it is redundajib to tlx© degree of three. 
F 
(a) Hii^^id Frame (b) Determinate 3tructu.v > 
Fig. 12 
iumlyticolly, it can be regarded as a cross frame of six members 
and tv/o rasnibers continuous over any tvra of the four comers as shovm 
in Fig. (13), and vith such imaginary elastic properties as to moke 
tlio entire strimturo behave the sams as the rirectangular frame. 
Exporiraenfcs rnad© on aeroplane struoturos, however, have sliovm tliat the 
strosaes in tho transverse bracing wires are negligibly snail and luve 
little offoot on otlier manbors#, Thereforo, refining details sudi as 
ima^ilnary diagonal members in reotongular frames could bo omitted. 
4., Fundamental Assumptions.. The solution of the satire structur 
is based upon the follop/ing assumptions: 
a% All four trusses oomposirig tlie bridge are pin-»conneoted in 
their cram, planeb* 
b., Transverse frcmes are redundantly braced croaB-»frame8 in tho 
form of rigid corners as far as eqiiivalent loading systems 
oro concernod., Fictitious inoTrbers to replace the rigid 
oornors ore nogloctod., 
e» Axial stresses in stringers ai'e neglectod. 
A 
Fig^ 13 
Frame Equivalent to llectoi^-ular 
Frame 
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d. Effect of portals on top lateral system is ignored; the 
lateral system is rogardorl as simply supported, 
0. Deformtions and deflections duo to sQcondary stresses are 
ne:-lected» 
f. Principle of St. Venant a^jplies. 
g. Triixiple of Superposition applies. 
h« Principle of Least Work applies. 
1. All members are able to resist both tmsion md compression. 
J. Materials, being elastic, obey Hooke's Law. 
B. SOLUTION 
1# General Statggenfc of "the Probleiaa In the follOTring articles, 
a complete solution for a iSO-foot sinj^e track through roilv/ay bridge 
vri.ll be made as a space structure. The c5. sploxsements as well as 
stresses will be computed. Secondary stresses will bo determined 
for two adjacont trusses and a transverse froine so tliat the bending of 
certain members in space ojuld be studied. This bridge has been used 
for various studies by former investigators. Dr. Von Abo, using many 
available tiethods, has made detailed computations of secondary stresses 
for one of its main trusses. The principal dimensions are as follows: 
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1" 
V| 
U, Ut U4 Ua 
.= .^ AQ '-Q!' _ ^ 
n; • 
1 
Fig. 14 
Ii:SSEiiTIfi.L IICSIGr] DATA 
a* Modii truss 
Top chords 
Bottom chords 
-Z.(6nd panels) 
(2 mid-panelfl) 
Diagonals 
(end poats) 
(panels 2 f-. 5) 
(panels 3 £- 4) 
Verblcole 
(2 end ones fc middle) 
(U -L , U -L ) 
^2 2* 4 4^ 
b« Top laterals 
Portal struts 
IIOQ(3 struts 
Lateral dia'pn&ls 
Length L 
in in* 
300 
300 
300 
477,9 
477.9 
477,9 
372 
372 
204 
204 
oG2*0 
Area A 
in sq.in, L/A 
43,33 
26,48 
50.36 
49,45 
29.42 
32,36 
6,92 
11,33 
5.96 
9.66 
16.24 
14.77 
24.35 15.27 
12.20 30,49 
28.50 7.16 
7.12 28.65 
4.18 86.79 
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L, i-z '0 
\T1 
i 1^ , 
w. 
Fig. 15. 
Bridge as a Space Structure 
under eccentric loado 
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E3SEHTIU, nESIOlI DATA (cOlH.) 
Length L Area A 
in in, in 8q»in. L/A 
o« Bottom laterals 
Floor heam 
(2 end ones) 204 45.40 4.49 
(int» ones) 204 56»47 S»61 
Diagonals 
(2 end panels) 362.8 4.86 74.65 
(int. panels) S62.8 4.22 85.07 
d. Portal frsne 
iioaents of inertia in the plane of portals' 
Portal strut 42279 in.^ 
End poots S00S.6 in.^ 
End floor beams 22413 in.^ 
For detailed Section of Hesnbers, see prototype, model sections. 
2. Methods of Analysis. In Fig, (15), a simple bridge considered 
as a space structure is acted on by a vertical load 111'daich is placed 
off center mth ecceatrioity e. Vfith -Uie assumptions made, the load 
could be divided up into two symmetrical leads identically placed 
on the tTro trusses, and a staticelly equivalent torque T equal to W e 
acting as slim®. 
Stresses dij0 to the two identical loads oan be easily computed 
as for siiaple structures except tliat "the laterol braoing will aliare a 
part of the chord stresses because of the clastic proi^erty of materials. 
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Effect of the torque will recoive special considoration.* Un-
tJoubtodly, Uiere can he severaJ. v/ays to distribito the torque among 
members. In Fi^. (16), the torque is divided up into ttro couples 
aotin£ on the four trusses. Torque T equals Ph + Qb, and the relative 
value betwe©! P and Q should be such that tho total amount of morgy 
stored in tho mtire structure must b© a minimum. 
I . ^  ' /i" • 
4 > 
- ' - M  
r 
/, 
.p' 
iFig, 16 
' • < Qjt. . -
Or, converting Q in tems of T and P,: 
Q - ^  
Let " total Sbrain»»en0rgy in the Bridge, 
Then 
«0. a p , * 
For axial Stresses, 
aw as . 
d  P EA * 9P ' 
and for bending momeats. 
9 P J EI 
d U  
d  P  
Stressea in -the verticals and diaiionoLs of the nain trusses are 
caused only by Q, and those in the chords and end posts will result 
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from both P and Q and tho effect of latoi'al bracing. I'his effect is 
caused by the distortion of meitfcors. V/i-bh tho assumptions made tliat 
the top lateral is simply supported by tlio portals, v/hioh is very near 
to the actual conditiona, moments in tlio portals are to bo considered 
in addition to thoir axial stresses. 
3. Stresses Caused by Sirametrical Loads Par conTOnience, 
the coiiipabation of stresses caused by the tvjo identical loads at 
^44 "^aJcen up in the order of vortical trusses, top lateral, end 
bottom lateral systems. 
(a) Stresses in -ttie Vertical Trusses (one concentrated load at 
identical joints of each truss)#— 
I'' ' / 
^ -0-5I3 1^2-0.310 U3/.0Z-7<Z U4 I.0Z48 US 
/ V.
 
/ V.
 
V C*7w 
0/ 
// 
\9 »/ 
\ 
iA 0/ X / 
\ / 
/! 
\ < / 0 \ / J 
O.z-^4 L, O.Z41 Lz 0.77/ 1L3 0.77/, >• 
t W, 
s 300 = (doo 
0.4e>3 Lg 0.439 
Fig. 17 
Because of the symmetry tind identity of tlie loads on tho t-wo trusses, 
stresses are tJio same in each* Since there are no other jnembers except 
the main tB. agonal5 to resist the vertical sheai-, stresses in those 
diagonals and (xid posts "would be the sane as for simple striactureo. 
They are shovm on those monibei's in Fig. (17). 
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Stresses in tho chord mBiiibers were obtainod by the analyses 
described in tho following Sections (b) and (c)» 
(b) Top Lcxteral Systero*—-Assunio that a section of "the bridge is 
out just below th© top lateral systons Ibroes acting on tliis system 
will be only tho horizontal components of strossos in tlie diagonals of 
tho -vertical trussos. This fbroe system is sliovm in Pig, (10). The 
latorol truss is thon solved in the usual Tsioy as a redundant stzucturoo 
Consider the four diagonals ^g-Ugg, and U4-UJ.J-
as redundant jTiciribers* four ©qfifitions can be sot up from energy con— 
siderabioiiso 
d S ^ S'uiL ^UtSt. „ „ T 
etc. etc, etc# (4) 
From the given dimensions of Individual members, liio differential 
coefficients of ttie four energy equations can bo best found by con­
sidering each panel s^arately in order to reduoe space. 
Panel ~ - S'uL 
EA - EA 
1 194.357 " 6,160 v-
2 201,146"' 6.^60^v, 
3 201,146^ 12.320'. 
4 194.3157 ' 12.320' -
Also for aiiy t\\o consecutive panels, summation of Uj^Ug^ilA etc., will 
concern only the comon liead strut botv/een themj and, in this caso, is 
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O S2^ —a-S3S <^1 /•076 tV' 
Uzz Uj3 LJ44 Uss 
——O-SSZt^ , ^ — O-Sjg^ , ho7bj\/,— Us-
 ^€> 300" / 2oo" 
(a) Force Syetem 
in redundant truss. 
J 
—" o s s f  1 ^ ,  
- O S J g  
J 
- O S 3 S  
—^0-S3ZIN, 
-/•07b -/•07 b  
1 N. 
-/•07b 
J 
-/•o7b \ 
—"0-^38 IN, 
"O-SJS'^, /•07(> 0^^ 
(b) Stress S' in 
simple structure. 
 ^ J 
Up -Ogg7 Uzz -0-8Z7 ^33 Uss 
u, Us 
(c) Stress u in 
simple structure. 
Fig. 18. 
Top Lateral System. 
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equal to 0,050 for any tvvo conaocutivo panels. Substitutirit; thoae 
coemcioi-its, the required equations are; 
194,3573^ + S.OSOSg + B.IGOV/^ =» 0 (i) 
9.05032, 201.14632 9,050Sg + G.leOWj b "o (2) 
0.0505g + 2OI.I46S3 + a.050S4 12.320?/i « 0 (3) 
9.050Sg + 194.357S4 + is.saaiVj^ «* o (4) 
Solving, the following values are obtaineds 
S3. =-0.030457/^ V' 
§2 »-0,02667Wj^ -
Sg "-0,05732;Y2 
«v0«06065l7j 
Substitute back into s « gt + ^ 
"che^ fiiial eti'essDs mil b© as shosvn in Fig, (19)« 
J. ^ , f ^ 
Uji -0.513 Uzt -a.5i& Uii -L.QZIJZ U44 -I.OZ46 Uss 
l'ig» 19 Final Stresses in 
Top Loteral KTcn One Concen­
trated load Wt placed at 
Vertically. ^ 
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(c) StroBsos in the Bobtom Lateral System.—By cutting a section 
throu^ the enbire etruoture just nXxxro the floor system, external 
forces acting on the hottom laterals sire those due to the horlEontal 
components of tlie diagonals in the main trusses only. They ore shovm 
as folloviTs: 
OO 33 
—0— 65 I 
(S> 300 ^  /800 
(a) Fcxroes Acting on Redundant 
Bottom Lateral System 
O. Z(hS 0-P3Q 
i •, J vi 
^oo t0.t<p>e L„ -tO.ZGO \Lzz +O.807 Lai •rO.807 
0.265 
->- p.536 
\j \j ' 
*O.S3& Lss •+0.53B Lis 
+ O.Z&9 
4 
 ^-i-o.ao? +o.ao7 X 53a *O.S38 
o.z&e 
\L 
^ J 
o.53e 
'."—i 
l. 
O.Z<Z3 
-5 
.0.538^ 
(b) S* Stresses in Terms of 
in the Simple Structure 
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I 
t i 
(c) u Stresses in Simplo iStruoturos 
Pig. 20 
Tte stresses in the diagonals are solved as for tho top laterals. 
For symmotrionl loads on tho two vertical tnaeses the bottom ohords 
ai'9 oquRlly strained, therefore, no horisiontal reactions will result, 
Tho necessary differential ODoflloients in the equations for the 
six rodurjJont diagonals are listed as folloivsj 
Panel / 2LJi T 
- EA ^ Efl. 
1 167,358 -5.040 
2 189.720 -5.040 ' 
3 182,374 . -7.954 ' 
4 182,374 -7.954 " 
5 189.720 ' -10,080 
6 167,358 ^ -10,080 " 
and Uj^UgLy^SAj, UgUgL/feA.^ ©to,, each term is equsl to The six 
equations are set up as: 
167,358Sj|^ + I.14IS2 — 5,040iV'|^ ® 0 (1) 
l,14lS-j_ + 109.72OS2 + 1.14l3g — 5.040wj^ « 0 (s) 
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1.141S2 + 182.374Sg I.14IS4 - 7«954'W2 =» 0 ' (3) 
l,141Sg + 1B2.374S^ I.I4IS5 - 7.954W3^ W 0 (4) 
1.1413^ •h IO9.72OS5 + i.msg - lO.OaOwj" 0 (5) 
I.I4IS5 167.358Sq m 10.080W]_ = 0 " ( 6 )  
On solving, the values of Sg, —are as fbllov/a: 
•» +0«02980W3^ V 
Sg =« +0.02613w3^ V 
53 •» +0»04S18W3^ v' 
54 » +0.04302^3^ 
Sg •= +0«05251wi 1/ 
Sg " +0»05987w2 
Final stresses in t h e  lottora laterals tMo to sjTmetrioal loadsj 
Chord stresses vrlll be reduced by 0.827 times the load of tlio 
redimdont diai,;onal in -that panelj floor beoraa v/ill be stressed 
to the CDrfcent of times tho 2 adjacent diagonal stressesa 
Loo 0.244^  L li O.Z4.-7 ^ zz 0.7v"^  ' i 
-33 0.77/ 14-4 oA^ s"' L 55 L ps 
1 
, 0 
; o" 
! 1 ^ O.Z44-'^  ^Q a?47 •'N y o.m^  
/% 
0 
d 
^ 0.77/ " x X 0.495^ 
^4 
cn 
m 
0 
0 i 
• to L, • L 3  L ^ L g  L  
Fig. 21 
Stresses in terms of wj, which is placed 
vertically at L^, in the train trusses. 
TABLE II, STHESSES DUE TO vti AT L^, 
Meraber 
Stresses 
in terras of Member 
Stresses 
in terms of wj Member 
Stresses 
in terms of 
o 
'd 
Oi b 
o o 
A 
o 
a 
xi 
hP 
•P o 5 •=! 
« o 
m IQ CQ 
55 fH 
s § 
S I C 
•H 
Ul-Ug 
Ug-Ug 
ys-% 
V% 
^O'^l 
Lg-Lg 
Lg-L^ 
L4-L5 
Lg-Lg 
Ui-LQ 
Ui-Lg 
"s'^2 
^5^6 
- 0,513 " 
- 0.516 ^ 
- 1.0276 
- 1.0248" 
+ 0,244'' 
+ 0.247 -
+ 0.771 
+ 0.771^ 
+ 0.495 ' 
+ 0,489 
- 0.428 -
+ 0.428 ' 
- 0.428 ' 
+ 0,428 
+ 0.856 
- 0,856 • 
<a 
to la 
H 2 cs 
=H O 
« -P U 
<0 
, <a 
•P 
•o a 
o u 
o +> 
W CO 
o fQ 
(h 
O 
o (—1 
Ui -Lj 
^2 "^ 2 
Ug -Lg 
U4 -L4 
Ug -Lg 
Hll'^l + 0,017 ^ 
^'22"^2 + 0,032 ^ 
^'33"^S • 0,047 • 
^44"^4 + 0,066 • 
^"S5*"^5 + 0,034 V 
J'OO'J'O 
^11"^1 
hz'h 
^33 3 
^44-^4 
^66"^6 
0.0167 
0.0314 
0.0389 
0.0484' 
0.0537 
0.0631 
0.0336 
(9 
rH 
O to d 
•H G 
04 O EH 
a t-t 
o t3 
Ti 
a 
•p 
m 
^1-^22 
Ull-^'2 
^^2 -U33 
^22-^3 
^'3 -'U44 
"33"^4 
% -Ugg 
U44-U5 
0.0304 
0.0304 • 
0.0267' 
0,0267 
0.0573 
0,0573 
0,0606 -
0.0606 • 
LQ -Lii 
Lqq-LJ 
Li -Lgg 
^11-^2 
+ 
+ 
•fr 
0,0298 
0.0298 
0,0261 
0,0261 
^*2 "*?'33 
^22"''^3 
^3S'*^4 
h "hs 
^44 5 
+ 0,0432 -
+ 0,0432 
+ 0,0430• 
+ 0.04S0 
+ 0,0525 ' 
+ 0,0525 -
^5 -^66 + 0.0598 • +
 0.0598 i 
Stresses in truss TT aro the same as in tru^T 
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It is intsresting to note that, cla e to syramotrical loads on 
each truss, the top chord stress at IJio loft end has beea reduood from 
0«538wj^ to O^SISstq^ on account of lateral bracingj tho tottosn chord 
stress at left has been reduced from 0«269i!r'^ to Peroentage 
of reduction Ibr the top chord is about 4»6/'b, and fbr tho bottom 
chord 9«15;o, Thus in the liniitinf; case, if the lateral bracing is 
raads of non-elastic and high stress materials, stresses in the chord 
members vrill become zero, or a reduction of 100 per cenfc may be e-^ected« 
4 (a) Vertical Trusses.—V'ith Q acting on tlie truss, stresses in 
the diappnals are computed as f cr a simple stxncture, since P has no 
effect on liiem. Reaction stresses on end posts received from top 
lateral must be considered. For chord stresses, see the lateral systems,, 
4 (b) Top Lateral Truss.—YJhen the couple Q acts alone, top chords 
in truss TT would bo stretched to tius same cmount as ihose would be 
shortened in truss T, and oonisecj-iently the top diagonals will not be 
stressed by Q« Considering tho top lateral as a simply supported 
truss, chord stresses will be those due to both P and Q, wliile diagonal 
streases ivill be computed fcr P only. 
Again solving by the theory of strain-energy, values of the 
redundant diacoimls con be readily found: 
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4. Stresr^es Caused "by Torque T; 
i/n^ / Uzd Ujj 
L-ZZ 1-3Z 
6 @300 = /SCO" 
(a) Truss, TT. 
i-h Un Uzl L/jj 
(b) Top Lateral.System, 
Ujs 
X X X X 
u, 
va 
Ua 
'p 
U/f-i- Uss '^ Uss Us 
;-v. r-' 
/ 
' Lo Lt Lz Lj 
Qh V i) 
Z4 Ly ' 
6L 
|£J67/0 
A/  ^ j Loo L-// 
HQ3P 
0^-3b7P 
%  (d) Bottom L a t e r a l  System, 
Fig, 22. Force System due to Torque. 
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Ui Uz LJ3 U<i Us 
V 
>7 
y 
\o 
0/ / / 
Xx \p 
\ 0 
to/ 
7 
\--\o 
^5- -\e ' tM 
V \ eo 
' 
1^0 I Ls 
<s> 300 - {egg" 
f( "•'''" '"'S j' ,-^,0'"*'* (' " ' ^ 
t'o'-- '' I.: "?>'• *' ' -y-l P stress at left end post (£. x ^ ZZi2,) x: ^  ^ 0.293 P 
7 U,.,:, p »i tt « " S X 0.293 « 0,879 P 
TliBUi III. STRESSES AI-ID MJI-liiGY COEi''FlGII:HTS III YEimCIiL TRUSS 
L S S 
SL _2_S 
EA * S> P 
Maxim A P Q T P T P 
9,G6 " -0,293 -0.428'' -0.02516 0.48S 
•J 
-0.1186 2.300^ 
^1~^2 16.24^ +0.428' +0.02516 -0,781' -0.3192 9.908 
^3-^2 14.77 - -0,428' -0.02516 +0.781" -0.2902 9.008 " 
1 so 14.77-.' m—M — +0.428 +0.02516 -0,781' —0,2902 9.008 V 
"5-^4 16.24 ^ — —  +0.856 +0,0503 " -1,561 -1.270CI 39.582 
"5-^6 9,66 - -0.879 ^ -0.856' -0,0503 '' 0.682' ••O.33I0 4.493 < 
Verts. 
Ho 
Stress 
 ^SL 
15A • If for truss TT seme 
£ -2.619" 74.299 " 
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.7.35 
U" -0.3&T' Uzz -O.^ U33 -1.103 •' U4-4- Us5 
+ 0.307 + 0.735 •+1.103" 
(a) Simple Stresses 
-o.Qtl 
\9y^ \^ Q 
/"^-o.azT^l 
54X 
(b) u Stresses 
Fig, 24 
Panel ^ u^L ^ ujugL ^ S'uL 
A A * A 
1 194.357'' ^ 45.165 
2 201.146 etc. 48.693 ^ 
3 201.146 " 32.593 ^  
4 194.357 ^ +9.050'^ -135.683 ^  
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Setting up equcbionss 
194.357Sj + 9.050Sg + 45.165 P » 0 
I ^ 9,050Sj + 801«146S2 + 4a«69S P o 0 
^ ^ • - L, V 9,050Sg + 2OI.I46S3 + 32.593 P « 0 
D.OSOSg + 194,S57S^ - 135.683 P » 0 
Solving, 
and 
®1 SS -0.2219 P v' 
^2 
.CS 
-0.2238 P 
sa 
-0.1837 P 
^4 
83 +0.7066 P 
Q <. 0.0588 T 
(1) ^ 
(2)  • 
(3) 
(4) ^  
The reactions due to fcrce P acting on the top lateral truss 
produce definite stresses in tlie end posts of tie portals. The hori­
zontal componentB of these stresses (iihJ\ later be considered as applied 
loads on tlio bottom lateral truss. 
Ui. K=dZ9 Uu •# 
t\J 
to 
41 
F K-43S> 
Z04' 
L GC, 
Z-345 F 2.34-5 r 
Fig. 85 
I 
N 
M-
> ' 
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TABLi;: IV. STRESSES /iJlD ElIERG-Y C0R1'',..TCII-;HTS IN TOP mWIUihB 
(1) (2) (5) (4) (5) 
Moaber 
L 
A 
S g A->Q+D«P-t-G.S-) c 
± 
SI. 5 S 
JHLLG. 
T 
U -U„ 
u "44 55 
5 Ul -Up 
" "p. -4 f 4 < EH 
.Ug 
55 5 
>-3^  1 ?2 
u J J 
ca •'22 5 
.-t US -U^r. 
^ -T^ M Ur'r»**U<| 
ifr-> 
R ^ 44~^5 
-U^,. 4 55 
6.92-
e,92 
6,92 
6,92 
6,92 
6.92' 
6.92 • 
6.92 • 
7.16-
28,65 
28.65 . 
28.65 
7.16 
86.79• 
BG.79 
86,79 
86,79 
86,79 
86,79 
86,79 
86.79 
0,538 
0.538 
1.075 
1.075 
-0,538 
-0,538 
-1,075 
-1,075 
-0,181 ' 
••0,550 > 
-0,952 
-0,577 
+0,185 
+0,552 
+0,886 
+0,526 • 
+0.001 ' 
-0,021 
+0,456 ' 
-0,022 
+0,222 ' 
-0,222 
+0,2.20 
-0,224 
+0,261 V 
-0,184 ^ 
-0,627 ^ 
0.707 ^  
+0,0316 
+0,0316 
+0.0632 
+0,0632 
-0,0316 
-0,0316 
0.0632 
-0.0632 
-1.164 . 
—1,531 ' 
-2,912 
-2.545 • 
+1,164^ 
+1,533 
+2.848 -
+2.480 
+0,001 
-0,021 
+0,456 
-0,022 
0,222 
-0,222 
0,220 
-0,224 
0,261 
-0,184 
-0,627 
0.707 
-0,254 
-0,335 
-1,274 
-1.111 
-0.255 
-0,335 < 
-1,246 
-1,088 
+ 9,348 
+16,227 V 
+58.745 -
+44,800 
+ 9,412 ' 
+1G.2GD 
+00,153 
+42.785 
+0.013 
+5,960 
+0,024 
+4.201 
+4.355 
+4.239 
•h4,S16 
+5,912 
+2.907 
+34,100 
+43,410 
f "»-5.898 2"= 363,166 
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ICds. p},: 
1577 jijY" • "g-y ° OQflection at TJ^ due to F » 
For left portal » x {\)^ P «» 
K 
i'or rirht i-jortal « . .  r3\2 U87.0 
E i' -Y" 
Tlie total difTerentiation of all moiriGnts in the tivo portnls 
vdth reeijeot to P in top lateral {^ves i (93.5 + 887.0) = 985.5 
35 
fionsidoring the point of inflection of -dio eni post at its contcr, 
axial sti'osses in the end posts from portal aotion will be 
477.9 ir ' 
4 ^  " 204 ^ ^ 3 X 0.293 or 0.873 P 
for tlTG ri^t portal. 
4(c) Bottom Lateral Truss,Again as in top laterals, bottom diagonals 
would not be strossed any due to Q if not for tlB redundant reaction at 
Lq^ v;hich holds that point fast. To hold tliat point ri^^i d, stresses 
ViTill bo ijifucod in the diagonals. Total forces acting on the bottom 
lateral are those dxie to P, Q, and tla reaotiona from portals 
v;hioh should bo taken care of on account of roller ends. 
lionove all the redundant dIaiiOiials ajid the extra reaction JI, the 
H , 
i~ •  ^' 
J ' •/ '' V 
Zoo-c>.?(S9® L„ -oz&ssi Liz-O.BO?Q Lsi-'0.607Q Li}4-"0.536 iss "0.538C 
Sty ^  
/ O.SGSO\ / 0.2Gt)0\ 
b'^ y 
y o.ao79\ / o.ao7<?\ 0.538(?\ X 0.536 (?\ 
0.3G? F 
M. 
La <-/ 5^ 
1 
F. 
I.IOZ R 
—>~ 
[jfn 
26 jihj.. 
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She dotted maabers and reaction II oro token as redundant membors. 
I'orcoa at joints Iioos q^q» ^6 axial stresaea from the portal£3 
viihon P is actiiit; on top lateral system. 
Coiivei'tin;j the values of Q in terms of P and T, Q being equal to 
(0,0583 T - 1.824 P), stresses in all members are than tab-ilated as 
fimotions of T, T, and loads in tlie redundant mombers and reaction H. 
Goefricient co2iGtBjits for Uie seven neoessai'y eqiotions are summarized 
as follm'.'s: 
Panel 
u^L 
i:A 
IIuL 
FJL 
S*uL 
KA 
H^L s'a 
i:A 
1 167.358• -17.004 " -37.796-^ total total 
2 189.720 ' -19 . 293- -42,709' 
S 182. 374 •> -18.561" -41,084' 
4 102.374 -18.561' -59.054 
5 189.720 ^ -19.293^ 146.371 
6 167.350 -16.799' 111.388' 00,470'^ (1.399T-67.732P) 
Alao I'or any t;-.o consecutive panels, summation u^UgL/EA etc., is equal to 
1,141. From tliese constant coeff'iciejibs, the equations are sot up: 
OlJ 
ICT.SSOS^l + l.WlSg - 17,03411 « 37.796 ? " 0 (l) 
Sg: 
l.WlSj + 189,720Sg + 1.141Sg - 19.29311 - 42.709 P » 0 (2) 
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l.MlSg t la2.374Sg + 1.1415^ - 18.561H -dl.OSd p " 0 (S) 
l.MlSg + 182.3743^ + I.I4IS5 - 18,66111 - 59.054 P » 0 (4) 
S5: 
1*141S4 + 189,72035 + 1,141SQ - 19,293H + 146,371 P -=< 0 (5) 
SgZ 
l,141Sg + 167,358Sg - 1G.799 H + 111,388 P = 0 (C) 
II; 
-17,08482 "* 12«295 (Sg'^^s) " 1^3.561 (Sg+S^) - 16.799Hy 
+ 60,470 H - 67,732 ? + 1,399 T « 0 ( 7 )  
uolvin^;, the folloi-iing values are obtsdnod: 
Sj =" (0,3432 P - 0,002863 T) 
32 = (0,3403 P - 0,002042 T) -
r>g = (0,3403 P - 0,002843 T) • 
54 « (0,3354 P - 0,00284S T)• 
55 = (-0,6550 P - 0,002842 T) 
3(5 « (-0,5434 P - 0,002820 T) -
K " (1,1726 P ~ 0,02820 T) • 
Final stresses for different mombors in tlis entir s bottcan lateral 
true s are obtoiiiod by pulistituting the above redundant stresses, and 
TABLE V. STEESSES AND EIESGY COEFFICIEIiTS III BOTTOZi LATERAL SYSTD.: DUE TO T 
CI) (2) (3) (4) (6) 
Manber 
L 
A 
S ® AT'+ BP + CH + g ..t S 
, SL 
EA TP 
T P H u T P T P 
J'oo'^ii 
,22 tS3 
5'44"755 
^55"^66 
11.33 
11.33 
5.96 
5.96 
11»S3 
11,33 
-0.0158 
-0.0158 ^ 
-0.0474 ^ 
-0.0474 
-0.0316 ^ 
-0.0316 -
0.490 ^  
0.857 '• 
2.205' 
2.573-
0.980 ^ 
-0.123 ^ 
-0.833 ' 
-0,667 ' 
-0,500 ' 
-0.333 ' 
-0.167 
-0.827S1 V 
-0.827S2 V 
—0,827Sg 
-0,82734 ' 
—0.827Sg ^ 
-0,827Sg -
0.01013 
0.0064 
-0.0309 
-0,0356 ' 
-0,0246 ' 
-0.Q293 y 
-0.771 , 
-0.206 -
+1.337 
1.905 
1.326 
0.326 ^  
-0.08849 ' 
-0.01260 
-0.24623 
-0.40419 
-0.36958 . 
-0.10822 / 
6.73 
0.48 
10,65 
21.60 
19,89 
1.20-
Lo -Lj^ 
h "h 
hi -L| 
h* "L® 
h h 
11.33 
11.33 
5.96 
5.96 
11,33 
11.33 
+0.0158 
0.0158 ^ 
0.0474 ' 
0.0474 -
0.0316 
0.0316: 
-0.123 
-0.490 " 
-1.837 ' 
-2.205 ' 
-2.085 ' 
-0.980 ' 
1,0 ^ 
0.833 •' 
0.667 ' 
0.500 -
0.333 ' 
0,167 
-0.827S1 V 
-0,82732 . 
-0.827Sg . 
-0.82734 . 
-0.827Sg , 
-0.827Sg 
-0,01013.' 
-0,0054 > 
0,0309 '• 
0.0356 ' 
0.0246 . 
0,0293 . 
0.766 
0.205 ' 
-1.336 . 
-1,896 • 
-1.152 ' 
-0.335 ' 
-0.08792 -
-0.01254 ' 
-0.24604 ^ 
-0.40228 
-0,32108 
-0.11121 
6.65 
0.48 
10.64 
21.40 
15,02 
1.27. 
L"-L1 
.22 .2 
I -L 
^66^6 
4,49 
3.61 
3. 61 
3. 61 
5.61 
3.61 
4.49 
0.250 -
0.250 • 
0.250^ 
0.250' 
-0.750 L 
-0.750. 
0,113 ' 
0,115 
0.113 
0,113 
0.113 ^ 
0.113 -
—0,56282 >-
-0,562(S2+S2)' 
-0,562 (Sg+Sg). 
-0,562(83+3. )> 
-0.562(S^+S) 
-0.562(S>Sp 
-0,562Sg . 
-0.0016 
0,0016 
0.1897 • 
-0.0016 • 
0.0028 . 
-0.4379 , 
0.0560 
0.3050 
-0.00136 • 
0.00219 
0.16 
0.69 
0.42 
O 
cn 
TABLE Y. (COIIT.) STRESSES AliD EriERGY COEFFICIEJITS IN BOTTOM SYSTEi! DUE TO T 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
L S » AT + BP + CH + 2 . • . s 
SL as 
" EA ^ 
Member A T TD JL a u T P T P 
0 11 
^22"^S 
^2 "%S 
74.65 
74,65 
85,97 
85,97 
85,97 
35,97 
i 
— — 
-0,445 
-0.445 ^ 
-0,445 
-0.201 ' 
—0o201 ' 
-0,201 ' 
% • 
S2 .. 
Sg . 
Sg . 
Sg . 
0,00281 / 
-0,00287 
0,00284 -
-0,00284 . 
0.00284 . 
-0.00284 ; 
-0.337 
0.343 ' 
-0.340 ' 
0.340 . 
-0.340 ^ 
0,340 
-0,07069' 
-0,07348 ' 
-0,08301^ 
-0.08301, 
-0.08301. 
-0,08301 
8.48 
8.78 * 
9.94 • 
9,94 
9.94 ^ 
9.94' 
^33"% 
^3 "^44 
^'44"fs 
"^4 "^55 
85,97 
85,97 
85,97 
85.97 
74.65 
74,65 
-0.445 •' 
1.333 ^  
1.335 ' 
-0.201 
—0»201 •• 
-0,201 . 
^4 ' 
54 ' 
^5 ' 
55 • 
Se • 
^6 • 
0.00284 
-0.00284 
0.00284 ^ 
-0.00284 
0.00284 • 
—0.00284 • 
-0,345 -
0,335 • 
0,442 -
-0,655 . 
0,554 . 
-0,543 ' 
-0,08423 
-0,08179 
0,10791' 
0,15992^ 
0,11745 
0.11512 • 
10,23 
9.65 
16.79 
56.88 
22.91 
22.01 
^•*-2.5514 1/ 292.77 
68 
tl'oy are tabulatod in oolurnn (4) of Table V, Agtdn, cUfferontiate -liio 
total strain energy in tho bottom lateral truss coused by thjoe final 
stro£3ses vath respect to P, and tabalato tlieni in column (5) of Table V. 
(d) Torque Distribution moni^ the Trusses, Values of P and Q,—By 
©uBiniin^;; up all the differential coeffioienta of tte strain-onorcy in 
the entire bridge under the torque T v;ith respect to P, the value of 
P is dotennined in terms of T: 
i/ith the total differential coefficient of the strain—energy in 
the bridge mth respect to P thus found, iiio value of P must be such 
that the tobal strain-energy stored in tlio bridge due to T is a 
minimum, Tli8.t is , 
Bridge elanents 
1. Top lateral ivlth chord monbersj i(-5.898T + 363,166 P) 
2, Portal becidingi 1( + 935.625 p'i 
Bottom lateral truss vith 
chord iiionberH; 
4, 2 Verbioal trusses mth end posts, but 
not chord manberss 
Total: 
or 
1 
^(-13,687 T + 1790,159 P) = 0 
63 
and ^ 
P » 0.007645 T 
Q « 0.0588 T^- 1.824 P 
« 0.044882 T 
5. StrosBOS Caused by Load W at By combining the effocts of 
T/i ancl T, stresses for dif i''eront raonberB in the entire bridge can bo 
found for any occentric load IT placed anyi-diere eilong the floor beam 
1*44 - Ii4. Thus assviine V; equal to 40000 lb. to be placed vertically 
at joint L4, 
e 20000 lbs. at L44 and 
T « 40000 X 8.5 or S40000 ft, Ibs.^ 
P « 0.007645T or 2600 Ibe.-' 
Q = 0,044G82T or 15260 lbs.^ 
streasoa far the vrtaole bridge are tabulated in Table 
Reactions; 
li a (1.1726 P - 0.028284 T) « -,6560 lbs. 
'V fio - lbs. 
Hg, vertical reaction at Lq 
+ |- Q + » 12,940 lbs. 
'^6 f f ^ ^ *^24 P) = 27,060 lbs. 
^^60 ° " %0 " -(27,060 - i \l) " - 400 lbs. 
3 
T;iBLE VI. STRESSES IH BRIDGIi; DUE TO u" AT 
I'snbor 
L, 
in. 
A, 
sq.iu. 
L 
X 
Swi 
due to wi 
St 
due to T 
S 
(SS7i+S^_) 
SL 
EA 
Kips 
c 12Z'IZZ 
*? '^ 33""44 
2 U44-%5 
O U, -Ug 
" tt2 c-t Ug -U^ 
^^4-^5" 
300 
300 
300 
300 
500 
300 
300 
SOO 
43.33 
4o.33 
43.33 
43.33 
43.33 
43.33 
43.33 
43.33 
6,92 
6.92 
6.92 
6.92 
6.S2 
6.92 
6.92 
6.92 
-10260 
-10320 
-20550 
-20496 
-10260 
-10320 
-20550 
-20496 
+ 7718 
+ 6764 
+13917 
+14871 
- 7718 
- 6759 
-14083 
-15040 
- 2542 
- 3556 
- 6633 
- 5625 
-17978 
-17079 
-34633 
-35536 
- 17.59 
- 24.60 
- 45.90 
- 38.92 
-124.41 
-118.18 
-239.66 
-245.91 
» art 
g Ojj-Hj 
-P Ur>o«»Ui2 
17 -H 
'J44-U4 
^55-^^5 
204 
204 
204 
204 
204 
28.50 
7el2 
7.12 
7.12 
28,50 
7.16 
28.65 
• 28.65 
28.65 
7.16 
+ 340 
+ 640 
+ 940 
+ 1320 
+ 680 
ammmwm»m 
+ S 
- 54 
+ 1185 
- 57 
+ 340 
+ 643 
+ 886 
+ 2505 
+ 623 
+ 2.43 
+ 18.42 
+ 25.38 
+ 71.77 
+ 4.46 
^ Uji-Ug 
t Ui -Ugg 
% ^22"^3 
^ p2 '^SS 
^'33*'^*4 
g. Ug -U^^ 
^ ^44-% 
U4 -%5 
362.8 
362.8 
362.8 
362.8 
362.8 
362.8 
362.8 
362.8 
4.18 
4.18 
4.18 
4.18 
4.18 
4,18 
4.18 
4,18 
86.79 
86.79 
86.79 
86.79 
86.79 
86.79 
86.79 
86.79 
- 600 
- 600 
- 540 
- 540 
- 1140 
- 1140 
- 1220 
- 1220 
+ 577 
- 577 
+ 572 
- 582 
.+ 678 
- 478 
- 1630 
+ 1838 
- 23 
- 1177 
+ 32 
- 1122 
- 462 
- 131S 
- 2850 
+ 618 
- 2.00 
-102.15 
+ 2.77 
- 97.38 
— 40.09 
-140.42 
-247.35 
+ 53.63 
O 
E 1 
TABIE YI, (CO!JT») STRESSES Ilf BRIDGE UUt-; TO V" AT 
Member 
L, 
in* iaQ.1.319 
L 
A 
Swj 
due to TT} 
St 
due to T 
S 
fSm+S+:) 
SL 
EA 
Kins 
15 Hil'J'oo 
d 3S"^22 
§) U -L— 
« "55 •^66 
477.9 
477,9 
477,9 
477,9 
477.9 
477,9 
49,45 
29.42 
32. 3G 
32,36 
29.42 
49.45 
9.66 
16,24 
14,77 
14.77 
16.24 
9.66 
- 8560 
+ 8560 
- 8560 
+ 8560 
+17120 
-17120 
+ 7293 
- 6531 
+ 6531 
- 6531 
-13062 
+15347 
- 1267 
+ 2029 
- 2029 
+ 2029 
+ 4058 
- 1773 
- 12.24 
+ 32,95 
- 29,97 
+ 29,97 
+ 65,90 
- 17,13 
^ lii'hi 
0 „22',22 
•$ 1|3S"J'SS 
^ ij Jt Jt ®*il Jt Jt 0 44 44 
^ ^55-^55 
372 
372 
372 
372 
372 
24.35 
12.20 
24.35 
12,20 
24.35 
15.28 
30.49 
15.28 
30.49 
15.28 
tmmtmtm 
mrntmmm 
f 1 —— 
E-l "^ 0 
B Ul -Lo 
r-i TT-*- _T<® 
^ U® -L® 
P- S "^4 
•H 0 4 
« Ug -Lg 
477.9 
477,9 
477,9 
477,9 
477.9 
477.9 
49.45 
29.42 
32.36 
32.36 
29.42 
49.45 
9,66 
16,24 
14.77 
14.77 
16.24 
9.66 
- 8560 
+ 8560 
- 8560 
+ 8560 
+17120 
-17120 
- 7293 
+ 6531 
- 6531 
+ 6531 
+13062 
-15347 
-15853 
+15091 
-15091 
+15091 
+30182 
-32467 
-153.14 
+245.08 
-222.89 
+222.89 
+490.15 
-313.63 
h-^  
E » 1 
TABLE VI, (COKT.) STRESSES IN BHIDGE DUE TO ¥7 AT 
L, A, L Stsfj St S 
SL 
EA 
IJember in. sq,ixi. A due to wi due to T (Swi+S.j;) Kips 
• ®U, -L, 372 24,35 15,28 ••••«««» 
A 
•HU -L 4J <2 rr 
372 12,20 30.49 Ml— m —— .... 
S72 24,35 15,28 
^<17 -L O A 4. 
-Lg 
372 
372 
12,20 
24,35 
30,49 
15,28 y»y f 
J'oo'hi 
Hi 22 
^-22-^^3 
I-3S T44 
300 
300 
26,48 
26,48 
11,33 
11,33 
+ 4880 
+ 4940 
+ 1439 
+ 1300 
+ 6319 
+ 6240 
+ 71,59 
+ 70,70 
300 50,40 5,96 +15420 - 7030 + 8390 + 50,00 
300 50,40 5.96 +15420 - 7151 + 8269 + 49,28 
300 26,48 11,33 + 9900 - 4917 + 4983 + 56,45 
-a ^44 ,55 
1 55" 66 
300 26,48 11,33 + 9780 - 9115 + 665 + 7,53 
" -L, 
1 ^1 -4 
300 26,48 11,33 + 4880 ~ 1453 + 3427 + 38,83 
300 26.48 11.33 + 4940 - 130?. + 3638 + 41,22 
th -4 
S Ij -L 
^5 
300 50,40 5,96 +15420 + 7032 +22450 +133,80 
300 50,40 5,96 +15420 + 7174 +22594 +134,66 
300 26,48 11,33 + 9900 + 5367 +15267 +172,97 
300 26,48 11,33 + 9780 + 9092 +18878 +213,82 
E =» 1 
TABLE VI. (coirr.) STPJJSSES III BRIDC-E DUE ^ 0 XI AS 
llenibQr 
03 
Q 
a 
O 
o 
CQ 
d d 0 to 
c) 
•H C5 
1 
a 
^DO'J-'O 
1^2-^2 
I'44"'I<4 
^55-^5 
^66~^6 
L00~^1 
I'D -Lji 
Li -L22 
^22-^3 
-^33 
^SS~^ 
L3. -I'M 
L44-L5 
% -^55 
^5 "^66 
iiu 
204 
204 
204 
204 
204 
204 
204 
362.8 
362.8 
362.8 
362.8 
362.8 
362.8 
b62.d 
362.8 
3S2.B 
362.8 
362.8 
S62.8 
A, 
sq.in. 
45.40 
56.47 
56.47 
56.47 
56,47 
56.47 
45,40 
4.86 
4.85 
4.22 
4.22 
4.22 
4.22 
4.22 
4.22 
4.22 
4.22 
4.86 
4.86 
L 
A 
4.49 
3.61 
3.61 
3.61 
3.61 
3.61 
4.49 
74.65 
74.65 
85.97 
85.97 
85.97 
85.97 
85.97 
85.97 
85.97 
85.97 
74.65 
74.65 
Svfj 
due to 
- 334 
- 628 
- 778 
- 968 
-1074 
-1262 
- 672 
4 
+ 
+ 
+ 
600 
600 
520 
520 
s-^o 
T 860 
+ 860 
+ 860 
+1040 
+1040 
+1200 
+1200 
St 
due to T 
- 376 
- 4 
+ 73 
-1138 
+ 145 
+ 362 
+ 76 
- 83 
+ 80 
- 80 
+ 80 
-  - 8 0  
+ 68 
- 93 
+2115 
-2668 
+2405 
-2378 
S 
- 710 
- 632 
» 778 
- 895 
-2212 
—1117 
- 310 
678 
517 
600 
440 
940 
780 
928 
767 
.+3155 
-1628 
+3605 
^-1178 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
m. 
Kips 
3.18 
2.28 
2.81 
3.23 
7.98 
4.03 
1.39 
50.61 
38.59 
51,58 
37.82 
80.81 
67.05 
79.78 
65.94 
+271.23 
-139.96 
+269.11 
87.94 
CO 
E = 1 
sp. 
vQ- vQ. 
6560' 
,% 6S60' 
-oo 
a 'S ZS = l£0'-0 
Fig 27. Stresses, Shears 
7 5  
Shoars in planoa of portals vatli point of inflection at mid­
section of.' end poats: 
Loft Portal, 
1 In end post P »» 325 lbs. 
In stiTits and floor beam, 
iiight Portal, 
DO 6 
In end post, ^  P «= 975 lbs# 
8 
In strut ond floor beora, 
761 X 3 « 2203 lbs. 
Axial strossoa in portcsl struts, aid posts, and end floor beams 
irajlude -aiosG duo. to portal action. 
All strossos are shown in Fi(> (27). 
6» Displaoemenfcs of the Bridge^, From stresses obtained in tho 
solution of article 4 (d), displacements of the whole structure can be 
either computed or found graphically. Since the general behavior of 
tho ®itiro structure is of more intoi-est for a model test, deflections at all 
joints of tlie structure in spaoo have been found by draxving Williot 
diagrenis for all trusses, Deformations for all members or© tabulated 
in the last column of Table Vl# 
Diayrcoas for trusses vAth redundant menibers are made by rano-ving 
all tlw redundant members and reactions, and redundant manbers not used 
in the Uilliot diagrcans are shown in dotted lines. 
n J '<j 
y 
H 
'/fee. 
-7S0, 
f,1^ -
'<fc 
t^ ' 'n 
..'J7C>. 
'•J -10 
Fig Z8. 
Williot Diagram 
for 
Main Truss T 
•5c<n!(i r'/50 H'ps. 
d'l 
D t o Ki ps 
'^/ -I7S9 -M60 -.IfiVO -380Z ^ss 
-IZ>t4l 
,0 >1^ K 
x "' -118.18 -^ 39.6f^  \ + 
U3 
4 (f es • loo'-o' U4 
y 'd 
-&tS9/ 
>Y 1 
N 
• — - a I 
[a] Fb> ''lit Disphcenients 
'-•^ Qn 
u. 
•yy 
Ou, (J. 
's/^ss, t460 I ij 
u. 
ib) Tru6s Di3plcK:ett)pnts 
Fg 29. 
Williol DLkjiVni 
fey-
Top Laterals 
Scale '''O'y n'ifjs 
C-t 
/J />/ Kios 
-Jd.9e ci350 
*soco 
Hg. 30. 
Williot Diagran) 
rof' 
Tru32 TT 
Scolo /  '  •'  K/pS, 
€  - /  
• > 
•3J -f '^ 9i:'d * 56.^ 5 n *-7070 
•f-13380 
<5 tj'  ^ i50'-O' 
f'g- 3L 
Williot Diogmni 
For 
Borroni Laterab 
pt Lc 
3cale l'-60 htps 
80  
Dofleotions foi' tlie top lateral must include those of the portals, 
v/hich will deflect 1577/e inches vhen a unit load is eppliod at the 
corner of the top. The coirection diagrcsi: for the top lateral truss can 
bo made either by rotating th© truss about so that Ug will move 
horiaontolly and adding portal deflection^ or to correct directly by 
rotating the truss about so as to make Ug coincide v/ith the displace-
nient resulting from portal deflection# Portal deflsctions, hoiTOver* 
are too large relative to member deformations for the scale of tls 
diagrttiXa so that the top lateral in this case is dravm aa simply sup-
pcarted truss vidth poi-fcal deflections added later# Deflections in all 
directions are shorn in Pig, (29), Also, an exaggerated deflection 
diogroiu is chovm in Pig. (35)• 
Portal deflection: 
at loft portal 
d. » I X MI « 1225 
,4 E E 
at right portal 
d =» S. V 1577 3075 r* ^^ "•"•I •" >»«> et 
^ 4 E E 
IVhile it is true that in the plane of bottom laterals all joints are 
displaced toward the side of plone of top laterals 
are moved far more in the some direction, and consequently, all trans­
verse frames are twisted in the direction of tlie load ViT, 
81 
r r 
Jos 
2/7 r 193 
SSS /3s-S 
U*'f 
C^o Ij, '-J3 t44 S^5 J-6 a 
r° 
0 193 30S 39/-S 333 /3a-5 
j—y3os -o 
o 
( a )  T r u s s  T T .  
Z 4 
t ^ 
/OSS 
Un 
S/Z 
/a 3 7 
Urs. 
U, 
;§ 
I025 
z^ ie 
s~ 
? 
2050 
(J3J 
I3i 
256Z 
V / 
/ \ 
/ \ 
\ / 
\ X 
/ \ 
/ \ 
V / \ / 
/ \ 
/ \ 
^ y 
\ / 
\ X 
/ \ 
/ \ 
U, U-, 
ft 
f r i i 
/S37 
t I 
20S0^  
u. 
Sc \ $ i  
25S2 
307S 
Uss 
U. 
0 
1 ^ 
3c>7^  ' 
( b )  T o p  L a t e r a l s .  
T'pward arrov/s for trujjs oction, 
(3ov;nv/ard ones for portals. 
M e t  d i - s p l a c e r ' : e n t s  s h o v m  o n  s i d e .  
Fip. 32. 
Displecements of Truss TT 
and Top Laterals« 
82 
j— 5^ 73 j—r-^ 3s/ — 
J.* 
63s /33j :^:s 1/03 
/ss 
i-?- 39 i 
e35 /s-fs /e33 '^^ 3 '^ '^ •3 
(a) Truss T. 
73 s 
>1^ • . -1^ j i 
y£ 4-^ .3 /^ '7 j7c> 
i' 
&£ 
I I 
jss> 
L // 2^2 3^3 4^4- s^3- i. 
/ \ 
/ \ 
\ 
y/ \ 
/ \ 
S. / 
\^/ 
/ " x  
/ \ 
\ y  
\ X 
/ \ / s 
/ 
/^\ /  \ J  
\ / \ /
/ \ 
/ N  
ee 
i, £ .  
\ 
0 4-0 1^ 4- /66' 
I 
7^ /56 
(b) Bottom Lateral Sj'-stem. 
Fig. 33. 
Displacerents of Truss T 
e nd Bottom' La terBl;s . 
I 
o 
Value in kips, E=l' 
83 
13^ 6' affss s^'/s 
us (^53 
2^2 
r^-^ 0 
635 /sy '/s'fs 30ti 
127 —I /c?.ff 
1333 9^).s 
j70 
z^ 02 2^43/ -^ r-i^ o/s |<— 
3d3 
u± ij-f-f 
j/03 '^ ti,5 
3070 
Us Ubs 
l 4 ^•f-4 as 5^s 
/^/3 n' s^s //03 i8&.s 
Fif:. 34. 
Displscenents of 
Transverse I'^ra'^ies. 
Value in kipr, 
S=1 
35. Exc^ ggerated Def^ ecfjons. 
85 
7» Secondary Streesos. Sooondary afcrosses can be computed for the 
space structure, after all the primary jjtrossoG have been found, on tlie 
same assumption as for planar trusses, that is, aydal stresses are 
practically independent of the bendin{;s of differonb monibors. Eadi 
neiiiber in spaco rrill bend in t\ra directions about its principle axes in 
addition to tlie torsion it receives. Polar moment of inertia of 
structural shapos composed of narrov; rectangles is eqiu 1 to l/s of ihe 
•2 
summation of in v/hich 1 is the longer and d the shorter dimension 
re^ectiToly of each individual reotanglo, Tor^on stiffness is 
relatively negligible, and the amount of torsion each momber would re­
sist can be disregarded# 
Of all the available methods for secondary stresses, Mohr's Saai-
graphical method in this case is by far tlie simplest one, since the Vfilliot 
diagrams necessary to set up all equations have already been made to 
find deflections. 
(a) Loaded Vertical Tjtuss.—Assuming all clockvri.Bo rotations as 
positive, all the values of D are scaled from Fig. ( ), measured in 
kips vith E equ-'l to unity. The momoit at the end of any member is (^iven 
by tho oquntion. 
and the sun^jiation of all the moments about any joint m equnl to zero 
gives "the general equation. 
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2 ^  3 r iffl » 0 
where, K is tho I/Ij and R is tlie d/L value of any mesnborj and mn, inO, 
etc. are raen'oerG mseting at tho joint n» 
All tlie neooseary data for setting up equ-itions are tabulated In 
Table VII. 
Joint Iiq: 
lE.SSOl^ + 5,460ui * S.SOOl^ - 36.99 « 0 (1) 
Joiirb Lqj 
2.50eiQ + O,3O0ui + 10.61012^ + S.SOOlg - 29.73 = 0 (2) 
Joint I]j_: 
5.4691q + SO.Sieuj^ + O.SOQl^ + Y.OSeug + 1.68012 - 80.01 = 0 (S) 
Joint IJg; 
Y.oseuj^ + 32,18eu2 + O.lQOlg + 7.95eug - 79.47 = 0 (4) 
Joint Lg; 
l.GBSui + 2,5091i + 0.19QU2 + 19.53012 + l.SOQug + 3.5901g 
- 40.50 » 0 (5) 
Joiirb Ug: 
7.950ug + l.SOOlg + 39.619ug + O.SOOlg + 7.956u^ + l«80ffl,^ 
- 49.08 a 0 (6) 
Joint Lgj 
3.590 2 + 0.30©ug + I4.960I3 + 3.59014 - 20.43 •• 0 (7) 
Joint U^s 
7.95eu2 + 32.180U4 + 0.19014 + 7.95©U5 + 74.19 » 0 (8) 
Joint 
1.309ug + 3.599l.g + O.lQQu^ + 19,5301^ + 1,68©U5 
+ 2.5001 K + 34,05 => 0 
o 
Joint Up; 5 
7#350u^ + 1*6381^ + 30»81Qu5 + O.SOOlg + 5,4691^ 
+ 155.58 o 0 
Joint Lg: 
2.50014 + O.soeug + lO.eielg + 2.500I3 + 59o73 « 0 
Joint Lgj 
S,469ug + 2.509I5 + 15,93Q1q + 03,25 => 0 
Solution givees 
©uj = +1.8229 
0U2 a +1.7129 
ttug = +1,2088 
Ou^ >=» -1.6178 
Qu5 = -3.9642 
(9) 
(10) 
(11) 
(12) 
©Ij « +1,3623 
Qll = +2.1343 
©I 2 = +1.2588 
eig « +1.3163 
©1/ = -1.1551 
'x 
915 a -4.4992 
©lg —3.1598 
Pibor otrosses far any member can bo found from the rolation^ 
(2»m + On - ^li^ ) 
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Heavy bending; will occur in mombors about tho loaded joint, namely; 
tiiree chord mombers and 
two verticals* Secondary stresses in these menbers are tabulated as 
follows: 
TA13LE VIII. SEGOfJDAl?Y RIRE^JSilE IN LOfiDEI) TRUSS 
Location 
2o '^ (3R"2%-9n) 
L (3R -• 29m - Qn) xl0001be/in«^  
U3-U4 
U4-^^S 
^5-^4 
0,0622 top 
0».0636 bottom 
+ 1.0202 
+ 3,04G8 
- 3.8802 
- 1,5?38 
[: 
{: 
'+ 63.5 
64.9 
r-239.3 
U244,6 
r-241.3 
(.+246.8 
+ 95.4 
- 97.5 
^4**^4 
VU4 
Ug-Lg 
0.0279 
0.02839 
+ 1.4107 
* 0.9480 
+ 6.0576 
i 39.3 
t 26.4 
2:171.9 
•^5"^ 
0,05 
0.05 
4.2706 
0.9265 
i2l3.5 
± 46.3 
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(b) Top Lateral Truss.—Ar;,ain usine llolir's Scmi-grephical method 
for GOinputin-: secoiadory stressss in the top laterals, all tho D values 
ai'o scaled from Fig. ( )• For redundant cdagonals, the values of D 
oro obtained by mBasuriag tto porpendicular distances to tho direction 
of those redundant monbers, and thoeo are shoim in Fijj, , by dotted line 
vVeb 55-^' X 3/3 
_c=d5.-sl 
4 IS 3"x S"x 3/8 
111 " 10546,3 in."^  
^22 " 17«y2 in«^ 
1 « 12353.9 in.^ 
PP 
Portal Strut 
i'"rom 2 ^  Kftjjj + ^'Kin®n ^^0®0 "*• •••• — SZ' ICR «• 0, 
The follov.lng eqiintiona are set up; 
Joint 
137,O240u;IL + 6O,5590U3_3_ "*• + 0.019eu22 
+ 103.388 » 0 (I) 
Joint 
6O.B«30Qu^ + 137#324:du^2^ O.OlQQug O.OS^Ou^g 
+ 104.484 » 0 (2) 
Joint Ugi 
8.0840u^  + O.OlQOu^ ^^  32ii55Qug + O.OBQQugg 
+ 8.0840ug + 0.0199U33 - 11.008 = 0 (3) 
T/U3LE IX. DATA FOH SEOOITlJ/uiY STRESS CCLIPUTATIONS IN TOP UJIERAL TRUSS 
Meinber 
a 
tJ 
o 
o Ch 
ca 
•p 
e 
fcO 
eS 
•rl 
« 
c$ 
Oi 
o 
U„-U, 
TJ' 
u22.nSS 
u33.u44 
uf-uf 
2^ -"Is 
^4-^6 
•[j22_^2 
H>l 
^55"^5 
^ir"2 IJ-'- -U 
-u22 
22 3 
'^ 2 -^ 33 
^35-^4 % -^ a 
U44-%-
'^ 4 -^ '55 
A 
Sq.in. 
L 
In. 
I 
I11.4 K » i L 
SR = 
L 3KH 
43.33 300 2425.2 8.084 - O.ISO - 1.051 
43.33 300 2425.2 8,084 + 1.370 +11,075 
43,33 300 2425.2 8,084 + 3.270 +26,434 
43.33 300 2425.2 8,084 -i- 3.150 +25.464 
43.33 300 2425.2 8,084 
43.33 300 2425,2 8,084 + 1,460 +11.802 
43.33 300 2425,2 8.084 + 3.740 +30.220 
43.33 300 2425,2 8.084 + 2.510 +20,281 
2S.5 204 12353.9 60,559 - 1.707 -102.420 
7.12 204 14.0 0.069 - 0,117 - 0.008 
7.12 204 14.0 0,069 + 1,220 + 0,084 
7.12 E04 14.0 0,069 + 4,044 + 0.279 
2S.5 204 12353.9 60,559 + 7,059 +427.486 
4.18 362.8 6.8 0.019 + 0,074 + 0.001 
4.18 352.8 6.8 0.019 - 0,744 - 0.014 
4.18 362.8 6.8 0,019 + 1,621 + 0.031 
4.18 362.8 6.8 0,019 + 0,661 + 0.013 
4.18 5G2.8 6.8 0.019 + 4.225 + 0.080 
4.18 362.8 6.8 0.019 + 2.249 + 0.043 
4.18 362.8 6.8 0,019 + 4.581 + 0.087 
4.18 362.8 6.8 0.019 + 2,770 + 0.052 
D in Kips 
Joint UgS" 
O.OlOQxxi + 8.O840U11 + O.OGOOug -i- SS.SGOOUgg 
+ 0«01G0ug + 8»084Qu22 »• 10»0SS " 0 
Joint U„: 
o 
8.0040u2 + 0»0l90ugg + 32.5509Ug3 + O.OGgOugg 
+ 8.084Qu^ + 0>Q19Qu^^ « 42«356 >= 0 
Joint Ugg: 
OttOlQQug 0tt069ftug + 32«3500u2g 
+ 0.0196u^ + 8.084©U44 - 37,686 => 0 
Joint TJ^; 
a,084Qug + o.oigeugg + 32«55»u^ + 0,069eu^ 
+ 8.084©U5 + 0o019©U55 - 51.098 = 0 
Joiiit 
O.OlGQug + 8.0840U33 + O.O690U4 + 32,550Qv.^ 
+ 0,0190u5 + 8»0840Ugg - 52.307 ™ 0 
Joint TJg: 
8.0840u^ + 0,019©u^^ + lS7.324eug 4 60.5599U55 
- 447.864 a 0 
Joint Ugg; 
0,0193u^ + 8.084eu44 + GO.SSDSug + 137,324eu55 
- 453.002 » 0 
Sol'ving, the following values are obtained: 
w «.0.&38X " 0.5304 
OU22 *» +0.2165 0u2 " +0.2345 
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©Ugg a +0.8495 6ug « +1,0477 
a +0.8040 Su^ » +0.7569 
Ougg « +2.2740 Oug » +2.2136 
Heavy bonding occurs in portal stnAts &nd chord mombors at the 
ends of tlie truss. 
TABLB X. SEOOKDAiiY STiffiSSES IK TOP lATII-lAL TRIES 
Location 
2o 
L (511-20, ~ 0„) 
fg « ^(3R-29nj-9a) 
X 1000 lbs./in.2 
U3-U4 0.07, 0.08 +0.8377 4 62.1 ± 71.0 
^'4-"3 0.07, 0,08 +1.1735 1 82.5 ± 94.3 
U^-Ug 0.07, 0.08 -1.2174 i 85.2 1 97.4 
0,07, 0,08 -2.6817 1187.7 1214.5 
/0.0114 +0.2974 /+ 3.4 
\ 0,1759 1-52.3 
Upper sign shov-fs fibera on the insids of tho top lateral 
truss. 
For top ohorde, c on top =» 10.5"^ ^  « 0.07 
li 
on lower side o »» 12"* ^  =» 0.08. 
Li 
TransversG Frame at •"Displacemont of -fi^o entire strucbure 
causes the trajisverso frcroos to distort so tlmt thoy are no longer 
roctonf^wlor. That is, the distortion of mombera \vill defom the tranQ-
•verse .franeG and cause bending moraontB in the latter. Consider each 
94 
rocton^^ular framo as supported at the joints of the main trussos, raomente 
aro found from the slope doflootion nethod ^ vith the d/l values obtained 
from rorbations of the vertical monbei's relatively to the strained posi­
tions of the floor beam. Toko the transverse frame ivhere 
y • r ' is applied: 
2113 383 
U4 k--E:-2 532 u44 
+ l.'?546 
f<=o.s>ee, 
La- K-l3Z.45to 
k-^o.ezzi 
Fig. 37 
Bending in Transverse Frame. 
For detail of consti*uction se© 
prototype of model design Part III. 
The vertical riienberB are not stressed, airl neglect tlie change in longtii 
of the floor beam the D/L values of the verticals are: 
Rotation of floor beam «* « 8.4604 
204 
% ° + 8.4808 a +1.7545 
C I ^  
Ro = 8,4808 - (2431-86) „ +1,9454 
372 
£ for floor beaan end strut » 0 
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l';:xpressinf; Bioments in tho {;;meral equation, 
' )iin and summa'tdon laoments 
al'out each joint equal to zero, the four equations 
are: 
Joint U^; 
-7.02840114 - 0.9221014 - 2.5921&u^  + 5.4413 « 0 (1) 
Joint L^; 
-.0.922ieu4 - 266,7462014 - 132.45108144 + 5.4413 =» 0 (2) 
Joint U^; 
-2.5921©U4 - 7.02840U44 - 0.92210144 + G.0214 = 0 (3) 
Joint L44: 
-.152.4510914 - 0,9221©U44 - 266.74620I44 + 6.0214 = 0 (4) 
Solvinii', &U4 a +0.5295 eu44 « +0.6595 
OI4 = +0.0112 OI44 =» +0.0140 
and Koracntii uy substitution are: 
- HU^U/, ^ +G909 in. lbs. 
I':n4-u 40- U 4- 4^  » +9864 in. lbs. 
® - Mu4^-U4 « +9583 in. lbs. 
® +10772 in. Iba. 
Fiber sti-essea for vertical ^ 4"^^ ® in» 
I = 343.04 in."^  
U4—L4J fg «a 8909 X i 168 lbs./in«^ 
L/1-U4, fg « 9864 ° « ± 187 lbs./in.2 
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(d) Combined Bending StroBses#"—Combining the effects of all bend­
ing moments in throe different plans s, tho resultant fibor stresses of 
any neraber ctai be found. Only one or two critical mesabera vd.ll be 
shovffi liore, othoro could be combined easily from tho data supplied in 
foreEoing sti-ess computations. For bottom chords and floor befsms, 
sGcondory strosscs in -die bottom lateral truss must bo determined in 
addition to the computations already loado, before combined fiber stresses 
can bo obtained# 
Thus, in Fig* (30) top chord v/ill haue fiber stresses of 246»8 
lbs. per sq. in. tension at the loiver fiber in the piano of tho uain 
truss, ond 97.4 lbs. per sq. in. tension at tho outer fiber in the plane 
of top lateral truss. The maximian bonding stress is 344.4 lbs. per sq. in., ^ 
which is relatively- small in comparison ivith the primary stress - 800 lbs. 
per sq. in» in this member. 
In tliG same way, icaxiniuni fiber stress in the vertical at the 
end develops at •bhe fiber on the inner side of tlie transverse frame 
^'4"^44 side of Ug in the plans of the main tmss. . Tho total 
fiber stress, hoiTOver, is 207.3 lbs. per aq. in. intenaon. 
The saiiB analysis applies to all mombers ccsnposing tho entire 
bridi^o, and since stresses from bending is relatively of much sniallor 
MStjnltudG in comptu^ison iTiih axial stresses, no f\«*tiier details iirill be 
gLvon. 
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r.r^3.4. Us 
r=-m5 
(a) Secondary stresses in plane 
of loaded truss. 
+ 33. Z top 
f 97.4 boffom 
Secondary stresses 
in plane of top 
lateral truss. 
Fig, 38, 
Combined secondary 
in members around 
at the end of U4. 
( c) rn.plane 
frame, 
stresses 
U4, and 
df transverse 
lbs,/ sq. mo 
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IV. MODEL AIii\LYSIS 
A. IIiTROJ;UGTION 
Tlio Prinoxple of Similitude first appeared in liovrixin's Principia, 
Book II in 1687 in a brief and general fomi. But this prinoiple has 
not Ijoen vddoly discussed in technical papers until v/ithin the last 
tv/enty years. 
One of the earlier papers vhich oombined this principle mth 
onginoering problans ms K, Buokingliam's "Model Experiments and the 
Fom of I'inpirioal Equations" in 1915 (56), In this paper, the author 
applied the Principle of Sindlitude to certain dynaniic problems in 
engine ering. 
As to structural analysis v/ith models designed by the theory 
of similitude, in 1931 tliree models have been designed and tested for 
the proposed San Francisco-Oalcland vSuspenaion Bridge under the direction 
of Professor G. B, Boggs and. Pi. H, Davis and li. E, Tavis (53). As far 
as bridge structures are concerned, this is tiie first model analysis of 
SOK0 particular prototype, although in 1950 A. Bull has published a 
paper vAiich described the constniction of a bridge truss v/ith tho stiff­
ness of each member taken, into consideration by a viiro spring (55). 
For space models, various models for aeroplane structures have 
boon recently constructed ani tested in different countries. Most of 
tlie results ore either not published or inaccessible . In 1924 and 1925, 
Professor A» J. S. Pippard of Bristol, England, lias made a series of 
PLATE II 
^HTBrrF. MODEL AT-m I.OADI^'TT FRA 
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tests oxi an aoroplane Btructure model (29, 30, Sl)« In his tests. 
Professor Pippard has studied the sti'ess cJistribiztion and the similarity 
botwem solids and a redundantly braced space structure# 
A survey of tte literatwo in the field of model taiolysis of 
structures, indicates tliat all the heretofore constructed models maybe 
classified into three typeB; 
X* Planar models that are reduced by the tte cry of similitude from 
certain prototypes, and measured results ore liien congpared v/ibh the •fiieo" 
retical computations# 
2» Space iijodels that are dosi^ied independently and \vith a geometric 
figure approximating that of the actual struoturej hmvever, different 
dimensions may bo used. Computations ore made directly for the desit^ned 
models aid t!ie results compared v/ith tes'bs on the model. 
3. Space models -that are in every Tvay identical r/ith the actual 
structure, that is, a small scale reproduction which is designed according 
to the principles of similitude# 
Since the malysis of structures with models of tlriree dimensions 
has had limited application as yet, liie account of the model design and 
tests to be presented in this ps^er could, therefore, acoomplisli the 
follo^'/ing piirposes: 
1# The applicability of a space model vMch is reduced by the 
theory of similitude from a definite prototype for ai^neering research, 
and for various illustrative p\irposes» 
2# The practicability of a spaoe model design and construction. 
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•which would cost only a.small fraction of o, proolso miniature ropro-
duction. Tho relatively eaqy conatrucbion and the loiv cost ol' a space 
model should undoubtedly extend its use* 
3.' The? most direct value of this design, hoivever, is to check up 
the autlior's coraputations wriich were presented in Olmpter III for a 
prototj,'pe. On account of the limited litox*atiu*e concerning space sbruo-
tures and frames, tlie author hopes to make a definite contribvition to 
the knov.'ledijc of this type of structural tanalysis. 
B. niEORY OF SIMILITUDE i''OR STRUGTUR/iL MODELS 
IN THREE DB!3!lNSI0KS 
The present discussion of the Ttoory of Similitude ivill be limited 
to structures in general and to steel bridges in particular. For models 
in any other field of ei:ginsering technical literature could be con­
sulted els evil ere. 
The fundomenfcal principles that govern the design of models are tho 
gooraetric and mechanical similarity between the model and its prototype. 
The geometric similarity requires that tho model should be similar to 
the prototype (geometrically, tViat is, unit stresses vdll be the same 
v,'hen the model is made of the same material as tlis prototype, and unit 
strains and oni^ular deformations are the same irrespeotive of materials. 
Linear tlirncnsions should not affect the structural behavior* 
The meclmnical similarity requires tliat forces arising from different 
effects must bear a fixed ratio betv/een the prototype and the model, tliat 
is, the force reduction factor stiall not chEmgo. 
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The follmring sjmibolG aro employed fca- tho prototype: 
L » linear dimonsion 
A ° area of cross section 
E «= modulus of elasticity 
I » moment of inertia 
F a force or total stress 
VJ w Trai(^t, or graTitational force 
li « moment of force 
R " radius of curvature 
o => unit strain 
a " unit stress 
Y 
n a linear scale-reduction factor, i.e., il 
w ° density of material 
Further lot etc., tho soste symbols mth subscript 1 
represent corresponding tenns fbr tlio model. 
The T/ei^at of each member varies as tic product of volume and density, 
and volume in turn varies as the cube of a linear dimension. 
Thus v/eight ratio X'dll be; 
W ^ F 
Tho total internal force or stress of an elastic monber varies 
directly as area, unit deformation, aiicl modulus of elasticity. Tho 
elastic X'orco ratio mil be; 
F AEe „ L^E _ „2 IC 
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Unit stresses between prototype and model: 
. 2  
o i 
'^ 1 
I/Ioraent of a force varies as the product of force and diBtoiicej or 
B F / l''l  ^F Al E In2  ^
SI A/ AL FI = A " EL F, 
M _ F X L _ S 
mm ea 111 I • m i l  83 - CS <0*^  
Ml Fjx Lj 
Radius of curvature varies only as distance, and is therefore a 
linear factor, 
R L 
^ a ~ an 
Kl Lj 
The moment of inertia from bean deflootiona has the relation, 
1.1 = Si 
R 
or 
M „ M / iiiii 
Ul R/ 
whence 
1 
T » ^  4 
^1 K^RjE " ^ E~ 
A suHiraary of th-s various scale-reduction factors expressed as 
ratios of prototype to model are as follows: 
1. Length L/LI n n 
2. Area A/AI C3 N^EJ/E 
5. Force or total stress i-'Ai a n2 
4. lioraent of inertia L/LJ a 
5. Iloment of force m/.!1 o n3 
ici^ , ^  r : 
r.,nooooo oqj>on( oi-.ooc.o< 
x^ - 'rill 
,  TOP LATER 
TOP LATERAL SYSTEM 
;-25 0>-2S0 —2j0«-:5 0 :"jO -o J5 0r 
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PLATE III. 
COMMON STANDARD 
•• 150 FOOT THROUGH RIVETED SPAN 
DETAILS OF TRUSSES 
Dcai^ned In accordance with Common StnnJard Specifications No. lOOCi 
Ecllmated wcfcht-onc bpan lillOOO lb. iji.tilo in Feet 0 1 a 4 5 
MAIN TF.USS DETAILS OF PROTOTYPE 
Secondary Stresses in Rridj^es," Gecil '^'ivinn von Abo, Trnnsaotions -
an Society of Civil Eno;ineers, Vol.89,p.64,1926 
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^ W. i. IMaio 
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: 7*,iriii.T n 
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TOP LATERAL STHUT E.ND PORTAL 
COMMON STANDARD ^ Fii 
150 FOOT THROUGH RIVETED SPAN \V^ 
DETAILS OF FLOOR. PORTAL AND TOP LATERAL STRUT ' \ \  
l)t in L- wilh Cutnmoii SlutnLuil Nu. loO'i ' 
in !• oi.t 
I 2 
i ri' 
I 
- Ls ^ ' I l/v • ; i 
I , • • , 'J Ls !• \ tj X !•; 2 L- s 6 \ I, , 
sax' X 
Web I'l,.;,. l']:\ 
t'l \.< xf, \ V ; 2 I.« •. X f, X v^!. , 
lo 0 , 
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.  ;  i  I . - ;  • -
r.(%" 
> -f,' 
 ^ V 7 L' ;!' 
. lo/ 
'i;-" 
2 Ls 4 X J \ '< ' i 
1" I 
i • ; '  
l-:-
]0_0 0_<. O " >• > n •• 1 n r. J 
INT.FLOOR BEAV 
I 
END fLOOK BEAM 
PLATE IV, 
DETAII.S OF FLOOR, PORTAL AVB TOP LATERAL 
STRUT OP PROTOTYPE 
2r.o c.c. 
TOP LATERALS 
STRINGER 
J 
..J. - ! 
n n.- • 
J rJ 
COMMON STANDARD 
150 FOOT THROUGH RIVETED SPAN 
DETAILS OF FLOOR AND LATERALS 
in iifcunlmu't' with 
'3ojiimuii Stjuuluiil SjiLfiCu-jidojis N«». 1000 
tii'iiU' ii> Ki'ft 0 I 2 ;t 
PLATE V. 
DETAIT-F. OF FLOOR A^T) OF PHOTOTYPE 
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G. Unit stress 
6« Density 
7» Unit strain 
w/^ 1 a l/n X 
o/©]^  « 1 
s/si » E/Ei 
C. DWSIGI! 01-' A WODI'lL OF TIHUiE DEv;};iISIONS FRO?,! A 
150-FOOT STAND/ulD BRIDCrE 
I'^ateria.la used and Method of DosiRn* The prototypo of the 
model is Q 150-foot, single track, through railway bridge. Considering 
all factors from a practical point of view, it ms decided to use a 
linear reduction factor of n » 20, in order to make the model convenient 
for laboratory teats. Unquestionably, tho section areas of the model 
members are to be similar, if not identical, to those of the prototype 
so as to render similar structural behavior. That is, scnne of the model 
members must have some hollow sections and must be braced together one 
way or anothsr. 
L'atorials for ordinary small scale models as celluloid or paper 
caimot be used for this model, because neither celluloid nor paper could 
be carved or braced so that separate sections can behave as one unit. 
V/ith practical factors considered, materials to bo used for this model 
ore thin plate steel, or v/hat is coimnercially knovm as "Black Shoot Iron," 
V/heh sheet steel can be used, properties of tb-; material and 
other details of construction vj-ill bo token up later. Tho procedure of 
design is as follows; 
Talce the bottoin chox'd as an exaiaplo, the prototypo sootion and approx­
imate model section are shovm in Fig, (39) (a) and (b). 
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(a) Bottora Chord in Knd Panels of 
Prototype 
Seotioiu 
2 15" 45 lba« Channels 
Area = 26,48 sq, in. 
= 750.2 in,^ 
1^2 « 1427,0 in,^ 
j = ^  ~ Ld^ 
U 
YiHiera d « jhioknass, 1 « longer l  of cmy small 
reotangle in the seotion. 
z b 
-4-^  
> 
• 
t 
' -
. ^ —- - — 
1 f 
2 
(t)) Bottora Chord in End Panel of Model 
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Required properties» 
Area » ^ 0.0G62 aq. in. 
n2 (30)^ 
Hi -fijl . 0.006608^.4 
l22 = 0.008918 11.4 
J 
(E0)4" 
Fig. 39, Bottom Chord Section 
Thus there are four conditions to be fulfilled, the factor of E 
can be omitted since liie mterial has lieon assumed to have the aair© 
modtiluG of elastioity aa tho prototype. Also the computations for 
tliQ protoiype oan bo mde for any value of E, it ia iramatprial to 
consider tho value of E in either case unless tests are to be made 
for the prototype. 
The four equations for tho four necessary conditions are to be 
fovind from the dimensions, 1, t, d, and b, as shoivn in (b)# Thus for 
each member, there are four aquations to b© solved. At first, Horner' 
Method of cubic equations ms tried^ but practical factors in the 
construction of the model make an exact solution quite unnocessary. 
In ihe first place, it is higlily desirable to keep the back to bade 
vddtli of tlio model bottom chords uniform, and any exact solution to 
oi-eate a slig}it differenco in width is vuntvitarranted. Iji the second 
place, the torsion stiffness of any structural shape is nej^ligibly 
Ejmll in comparison vrilth its stiffness for bending in the planes of 
lio 
tlie trusDos# Lastly, tho exaot solution often rosulto in a thickness 
of tho shoot atael not coinmoroially used, for odd gagos of this riaterial 
are generally furnished only on special order. 
All these oonsidoratibns have convinced the author to adopt a 
cut and trial slide rulo design, with torsion stiffness disregarded 
and a few peroontagoa of error allowed in design, Tho design of 
tho end floor beam will illustrate tho procedures 
ni 
2 
•>  
; 
c 
' 
A 
» 
(a) 
Pi'ototypo end floor beamj 
Section: 4 1^ 6 x 6 x 9/l6 
1 web 52-^ X S/S 
Area, A = 45.40 sq» in. 
=» 20416,47 in.'i 
= 181.47 in.^ 
^11 
22 
Model section for end floor beams 
Area required, 
A = = 0.113500 sq. in. 
^11 " ' 0-127603 xn.^ 
Igg =" = 0.00113406 in.^ 
(20)^ 
Pig. 40. Design of End Floor Beona 
b ii. af 
2bli 
A 
(A-A^) 
c 
Assumed 
d 
AW 
"Sc 
111 
Assximed 
in in. f^^22^ I 
1 
's b ^ 
•Af ^  "g) 
3 
c{2d) 
II 
Total 
0.03125 0,602 0.0377 0.0758 0.03125 1.213 0.0570 0,0370 0.094 
0.0375 1.012 0.0399 0.0259 0.0658 
0.025 1.516 0.0883 0.0579 0.1462 
0.025 0.651 0.032 0.0810 
0.025 
0.03125 
1,620 
1.295 
0.0848 
0.0546 
0,0791 
0.0675 
1.1639 
0.1221 
Final section used, b a 0,025", h = 0,65", c a 0.03125", 2d s 2,80" 
i.e. 2 flange plates of (0.65)(0.025) 
1 web (2.80)(0.03125) 
Area = (2)(0.65)(0,025) (2.60)(0.03125) = (0,0325 0.0875) =0.1200 sq.in. 
Igg a 0.001144 1 in-
s (0.0325) (1.4125) ^ (2.8)^(0.03125) « (0.0650 0.0572) = 0.1222 in*^ 
I I Z  
Iho reason for asstanin^^ lx)th ^ond o is to avoid computed 
thicknesses that differ froiri commoroial sizes. Design by cut and 
trial, althounh fairly tedious, is by far the simplest method in 
comparison vdth th« solution of a few simixltaneous polynomials as, 
ideal values require. 
In the first few membors, often a few trials sire required, but 
after a little experience, a fairly approximate guess could be inado 
froia the prototype regarding the necessary thickness to be used. In 
the end floor beam design, the limitation of available materials has 
introduced errors of a small norcentage. Thus in the section 
adopted, the area is increased by 5,7%} decreased by 4»2;^o5 and 
Ig2 inoreaDod by from the theoretical values. This method of 
design has been used for all members of the entire bridge. 
Design of Members, Y/ith the deliveiy of materials, a few 
raambers had to bo redesigned to allow for the differonoes of catalog 
thiclmesses and those chocked by micromoter. Redesigned members are 
starred in the table for sections. Available materials used are lis"bedi 
Gage .Catalog thickness. Actual tMcloiess, 
Kumboi* in in, in in, 
14 0,07815 0,0748 
18 0,05 0,0487 
20 0,0375 0,0375 
22 0,03125 0.03125 
24 0,0250 0,025 
26 0,01875 0.01875 
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Sheet stoel tliinner than gago 26 vjould bo muoh bettor for some lateral 
bracing maiaborfs, but duo to its impi'aoticability to v/ork v/ith, other 
tiiiokaessos have bean uood vdth allovranoo of aomo errors. In the 
following table, locsations of members are referred to Fig, C-Sil). 
Uz 
Fig, 41 
3. Praotioal Considerations. The foregoing detailed design lias 
been made on the asGumption that the mterials vised are suitable for 
nodel conetruotion and that all practical difficulties oould be over-
ooinQ, A few remarks v/ill be made here for some probleras vriiich need 
special attention# 
(a) Problem of Latticing.—To out thin sheet steal for latticing 
or bracing different parts of all members by xrelding or riveting as 
for actual bridges is entirely iu^racticablej, because iTOlding -iToulcl burn 
off those thin pieces. It vrtis finally decided to use opon wob latticing, 
that is, for bottom chords a hollov; rectangular section is ira.de to 
meet the desired dimenaion, and thon the top and bottom ports are out 
open by a series of triangular holes v/hose edges malce 45 degrees with 
the edges of the merribero 
MODEL SECTIONS 
Member 
Prototype 
Section vStructural 
properties Section 
End 
post 
Top 
chord 
n 
/ • 
-J 
r 
L 
1 Oov.Pl. 
2 /B 
2. j/a 5"xSpx'''/8" 
2 Webs l6"xV8" 
1 
J 
r 
L 
1 Cov.Pl. 21"xVg" 
2 /b 3^"x3i-"x®/8 
2 Webs 18"x^t" 
2 /b 5"x3-^ "X^ ''^ /I6" 
A s 49.45 
sq. in. 
Ill = 2611.5 
inf 
Igg 2 3008.6 
in^ 
A z 43,33 ^ 
s q. in . 
%1 = 2385.4 
in^ 
Ig2 = 2425.2 
in^ 
L Z O '  
Ox 
«I 
_ s _ 
O.QO'b roD. 
1 Cov.pl. 1.20"x0.03125 
2 Web /s 1.14x0.2312x 
0.03125" 
o.z" 
iziL 
0.2 
01 
I 
.y .  
p^.so}bk>b^  
web. 
1 Cov.Pl. 1.20"x0,03125 
2 Web /e 1.15"x0.225"x0 
— 

MODEL SECTIOTIS 
•uct'ural 
>pertles 
Model 
Section 
'Properties 
Required Furnished 
Error 
49.45 
q. in. 
- 2611.5 
inf 
s 3008.6 
in^ 
i.zc 
A s 0.1236 
n' 
0.2"-^ --
Si 
^O.QO'h too. 
0 2 '  
B q. in, 
a 0.01632 
Inf 
n 
1 Cov.pl. 1.20"x0.03125" 
2 Web /a 1.14x0.2312x 
0.03125" 
n 
22 . ,0.01880 
Inf 
A s 0.1213 
s q. in, 
111 - 0*01747 
in'^  
Igg 5 0.01818 
in^ 
: 43.33 ^ 
1 q. in , 
= 2385.4 
in^ 
J r 2425.2 
in^, 
0.2 
a 
• b 
t" 0.1083 
n 
faeb 
sq. in. 
-ii 3 0-.014$4 
^ , 4 in . 
1 Oov.Pl. 1.20"x0.03125" 
2 V'eb /s 1.15"x0.225"x0.025" 
^22 
~T" n* 
- 0,01515 
in'^ . 
A s 0.1050 
sq. in. 
.I.JL1 s 0*01523 
in^ , 
*^22 a 0.01658 
in^ 

MODEL SECTIONS 
Member 
Prototype 
Section 
Bottom 
chords 
in end 
panels 
2 15" 45 lb, channels 
Bottom 
chorda 
in mid-
panels , 2 15" 55 lb, channels 
2 Pis. 12"xf" 
Structiiral 
properties 
A s 26.48 
sq. in, 
111 = ''SO.E 
ml 
^22 ® 1427.0 
in^ . 
A = 50.4 
aq. in. 
Ill s 1076.0 
in . 
Ig2 - 2824 .0 
in^ 
Section 
p. 80'\btob  ^
2 Webs 0.885"x0.03' 
OdO^prob. 
I 1 
2 Webs 0.R5"x0.07. 

MODEL SECTIONS 
ral 
lea Section 
Model 
Properties 
Required Purnl^ ed 
Error % 
48 , . 
n. 
50.2 
Z 
_/ 
• 
/ 
.^80' btob 
Z 
427.0 
2 Webs 0.883"xO.0375" 
n 
• 0.0662 
sq. In. 
« 0.00468 
^ 4* 
22 
0.00893 
n 
A a 0.0662 
sq. in. 
^11 = 0,00430 
In^ 
^22 = 0.00961 
in^ 
f 8.1 
f 7.6 
576.0 
824.0 
owy^ tob. 
2 Webs 0.85"x0.0748^* 
r 0.126 
n'^  
s q. in. 
= 0.006725 
4 • in' 
22 
n 
= 0.01765 
in^ ' 
A s 0.124 -1.6 
sq. in. 
"^11 a 0.00710 ^5.5 
In^ ,-
^22 = 0.01638 -7.2 
int 

MODEL SECTIONS 
Member 
Prototype 
Section Structural 
properties Section 
Diago­
nals 
TJi-. Lg 
^4-
in 
panels 
2 & 5 
./J" 
-... y_ 
2 15" 50 lb, channels 
A r 29.42 
sq. In. 
^11 = 805.4 
In"^  
• 
^22 = 1582.7 
In^ 
QO?" o.os' 
0.80' t>!ob 
r-
003" 
Z 
003" 
2 Webs 0.90'6"x0.0375" w 
0.03" bent 
Diago­
nals 
"3- ^ •2 
"S-
in 
panels 
5 4 
.± 
i 2  .  
2 15" 55 lb. channels 
A s 32.36 
. sq. in. 
^11 = 860.4 
in^ 
^22 " 1750.4 
• in'^ . 
0.80\l>,vjb. 
2 v;ebs 0.9R"x0.0375"-
. :'"'^ .?!r^ 2gZSa£MgaeBBiaaiW'Utua'<';iiiww 

MODEL SECTIONS 
Mode 1 
tiiral 
rtles Section 
Properties. 
Required Furnished 
!,rror 
9.42 
In. 
805.4 
n'^  
• 
1582.7 
4 
n. 
0.03" 
dt—---
0,03' 
QW. 
-f-
003" 
bmb 
n 
>2 - 0.07355 
aq. In. 
F~7V-
003' 
2 Weba 0.906"x0.0375" with 
0.03" bent 
11 
n^ 
22 
•~T~ 
n 
0.005034 
4 4 In . 
0.009891 
.4 
m 0.073 "O.S 
sq. In. 
^11 . 0.0054 * 5 
in^ . 
22 B 0.0105 / 4 
In^ , 
In-
)2 .36 
. In. 
= 860.4 
4 In 
1750.4 
In'^ , 
0.80\bx>b. 
• 0.0809 
n'^  
sq. in. 
11 • 
" « 0.0054 
In^ . 
n 
2 V/ebs 0.9R"x0.0375"- '22 s 0.01094 
In'^ . 
A- « 0.0735 -9,1 
sq. in. 
Ill " 0*0^586 / 6.7 
ih^ . 
^22 " 0.01067 -2.4 
int 

MODEL SECTIONS 
T/^embe'r 
Prototype 
Section Structurfil properties Section 
Verti­
cals 
III- % 
^3- ^^3 
"5- S 
2 
i 
—11—V 
/ • / ' 
a 
4 /s 5"x3?r"x^/l6 
1 V7eb ll-?r"x^/i6" 
A = 24 ..*55 
sq. in. 
Ill - 559.9 
in? • 
Igp z 112.86 
'• in^ 
•II  
1 
'2 
2 Pis. 0.49"x0.0364' 
1 V/eb 0.525"x0.0487' 
2 Fillers 0.10" 
Verti­
cals 
^2-
^4- L4 . 
\2 
1 
A s 12.20 
s q. in. 
Ill " 343.04 
ln^ 
I22 = 70.62 
in^ 
r 
» 
\z 1 • 
/ ^ / 
"1 •:— 
bv t< 
./ - j 
i • • ; • 
if 
4 /s 5"r3^"xVB" 
V'ebs nt ends 
z 
2 I'ls. 0.52"x0.0187 
1 y/eb 0.606"x0.0187 
.2 Fillers 0.0748" 

MODEL SECTIONS 
Model 
ll Properties Srror ;'o !8 section Required Furnished 
i 
» 
i 
1 
^ i 
W "T 
"1 
(1 i » 0.06088 
sq. in. 
A s 0.06125 
sq. in. 
/-0.7 
3.9 
" 
^ —i 
1 
' 
?_ 
Ill 
= 0.005499 
4 inT, 
^11 ® 0.00341 
inf 
-2.6 
2.86 • 
I 
Igg = 0.000713 / 1.2 
2 Pis. 0.49"x0 .0554" = 0.000705 
4 . • 
1 Web 0.525"x0 .0487" , In . 
2-Fillers 0.10 1 • -
0 i 
2 0.0305 A = 0.0308 ' 7-1.2 
sq. in. s q . in. 1* 
j 
t5.04 ^11 
-4^ = 0.002144 
in, 
Ill = 0.002248 /•4.8 
in! 
).62 
2 Pis. 0.52"x0.01875" 
1 Y/eb 0.606"xO.01875" 
2 Fillers 0.0748" 
I 
=0.0004414 
^ ,-4 in. 
Igg aO.000439 
int 
-0.8 

T.TODET, SROTIONR 
Member 
Prototype 
Section Rtructiirel properties section 
End 
floor 
benm 
* 
H I I 
, JL 
4 /b 6"x6"XVI6" 
3- V/eb pi. 
A = 45.40 
s q. in. 
Ill = 20416.47 
in'^ . 
Igg = 181.47 
in1 
z 
•2 
2 Pis. 0.65"x0.0J 
1 V/eb 2,8"x0.031J 
Inter­
ior 
floor 
beam 
/ 
<)• 
Jl 
4 /s 6"x6"xi^" 
1 V/eb 52^"x'^/i6" 
2 Cf^v. Pis. 12"xVie" 
A m 56.47 
sq. in. 
Ill « 27020 
inf 
Igg - 286.82 
In^ 
2 Pla. 0.705"x0. 
1 Web 2.975"x0.0 

MODEL SROTIONR 
Model 
cturall 
Section 
Properties 
jrror % 
ertles Required Ftirnished 
45.40 A . 0.1135 
n2 " 
s q. in. 
A = 0.1200 . /-5.7 
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1^4 
The vjidth of iraterial lef-b ba-fcvroen tho open out parts is made 
^/64 of an irtoh. For single lattioing, as sans mouibers would require, 
tho diagomls in tlio open out portion laake an angls at 60 dogreos with 
tho edges. Tliis oonstruotion molces all theoretical bars of tlio sama 
thickness as tho bridge member itself, Bspeoially for thin xaembers 
suoh ae head struts and top lateral diagonals, it ia vory practical 
and labor teats show •that struobaral behavior of merabors tiod togotlier 
in tliis vreiy vrorks offeetivolyo 
(b) I-beam aeotlons,—Qv.ito a fav; I-beaia sections otq nocossary 
for floor beams, stringers, verticals, and portal struts. All I-beam 
sections have been inado vrith tho ^TOb portion S/b of an inch vdder than 
the theoretical Tri.dth, and 0/I6 of an inch on each side is cut at 1/2 
inch intervals and perpendicular to the TOb plane, 'iliose strips are 
then bent alternately to each side as shorn in Plate (VII). Bent 
strips are finally tarased to the flange plates, edges mder tlmn the 
flange plates are then sheared off« 
For head struts, a solid I-beam sootion ia thus made first, and 
the neoassary lattice is then acoOTiplished by outting open the required 
•raeb portion. 
(c) Gusset plates and fillers.—The impraoticability of fillet 
•welding -very thin, sheets in assembling the trusses 1ms made it necessary 
to use gusset plates. All gusset plates are 0,05 inch thick, and a 
sories of l/s-inch holes ivore first drilled so tlmt all members could 
bs brazed togetlier at tiio joints. 
T 
PLATE VIII. 
imASSE''BLED OF BRIDGE r^ODEL 
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All bottora chords have an outside vddth oi' 0,8 of an inch, and 
top chords are. designed to Imve the same mdth by usinii; a cover plate. 
Main diagonals are dosignod v/ith a xvidth 0,8 of an inch, and filler 
plates are brazed to verticals before assembling the min trusses. 
Gusaet plates for top lateral systems are simply brazed to top 
oliord cover plates for the upper side, and. for the lower side, it ia 
found necessary to bend them into angles first and one leg is then 
brazed to gusset plates of main tmisses through drilled holes. 
(d) End bearings and loading device.—3/8 of an inch pins are 
used for the four end bearings, and stiffening 1-beajns are used at 
the ends in order to give a batter oonneotion for the and floor beams. 
At the expansion ends, l/2 inch rollers are used, and small 
parallelograms of slender bars are pinned to tlie rollers to secure 
motion as a vjhole. Enough clearances are left between tlie cylindrical 
rollers, so tiiat no cutting of rollers as for actual bridges is 
necessary. • 
At each panel point, a l/4 inch hole tias been drilled tlirough 
the joint and a hook is then hung dom tlxrough tlie bottom lateral 
gusset plate. Both the panel pin and the bearing of the joint are 
deaignod for an ultimata load of GOO lbs. Since the theory of siin-' 
ilitude requires the model to liave a density equal to 20 times that 
of the prototype, any corraotion of density oau3.d be made by loading 
the panel pins if nsoessai'y. 
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(e) Portal bracing#-—A thin sheet of stosl having dimensions 
proportional tot ho prototype has also been braaed to eaoli top 
corner of the portal frainoe. The relative thinness of the laiee 
brace in oornparisou v/ith top chord cover plates caused a little 
buckle to occur in tlio brazing. For further details, see Plate II» 
D. STRESS AiiD .ivisFiACBMia'fT imsmmmTs 
OH HIE MODEL 
1* Preliminary Tests» (a) Modulus of elasticity.—A few 
speoimene liave been made for tension tests to determine the elastic 
behavior of the material to be used. The fclloiidnR results are ob­
tained by tension tests of t%vo specimens, mth strains recorded by 
Huggenberger Tensometers, iviiich read to l/lOOOO of an inch per linear 
inch of strain. 
Stress-strain ourvos aro plotted from the data of Table XI, 
and curves are as shmm in Fig, (42), It v/as found froni the table 
that tlie a^rerage modulus of elasticity of the material is in the 
neighborhood of 27,000,000 lbs, per sq, in. This value tms later 
used for checking results, 
(b) Strength of brazed .joints,--Because of the thinness of the 
materials, spot welding has been abandoned for vreldlng together indi­
vidual members as ^ vell as truss joints. y' 
Several series of tests have been made to determine the strength 
of brazed joints, and to learn vAiether brazing could be satisfactorily 
employod for assembling the structure. 
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TABLE XI. STRESKIiS AMD STIiAIHS 
Load, 
lbs* 
Specimen A Speoimon B 
Unit stress, 
Ibs./sq* in* 
Strain, 
1 . Unit stress, 
lba,/Bq. in. 
Strain, 
loooo loooo 
50 1970 0,163 1930 0,448 
100 3940 1.348 3860 1,225 
150 5910 1»915 5790 2,120 
200 7880 2.370 7620 2,811 
250 9850 3.38 9560 3,505 
300 12820 4.035 11580 4,280 
350 13770 4.850 13530 4,770 
400 15750 5.220 15450 5,540 
450 177S0 5.870 17370 6,075 
500 19690 6.440 19300 6.765 
550 21700 7.135 21300 7.540 
600 • 23600 7,865 23200 8,030 
650 25600 8.725 25100 8,925 
700 27500 9,580 27000 9,665 
750 29500 10,315 28900 10,235 
800 S1500 11,045 30900 11,705 
850 33500 12,065 32800 12.310 
900 S5500 13,135 35700 13.215 
950 37400 15,045 36700 14.440 
1000 39400 16,840 38600 16,110 
1040 40900 Yielding 
1050 41300 40600 Yielding 
1295 51000 50000 Ultimate 
1S40 52800 Ultimate 
iSEaKasum 
i're-ss ir? lOOO Ib^. per 3cj- in 
cJ HI c: 
TO:,i4i4-
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Results of tho tonsion tests havo shoxm that out of eight fillet 
•welded apGcimons, seven failed in tho body of tho membero and oao 
failed in tho joint. Similar results -VTere obtained for tests conduoted 
for six inoirbei's or opeciraens v/iaioh wore braaed together in difforont 
Yfliys as tlirough cut slots or drilled holosj all of t?ien failed in 
tension* 
It ms decided tlion to uso tiio brazing method to fasten the 
cover plate to tlie -vTObs in top chords, as vrall as in all tho I-beam 
sections. For assembling of the trusses, a series of holes have been 
di'illed tlirough tlie fjussct plates and chen later filled mth brasu. 
(c) Column tests of top chords.—A sainplo top chord section ms 
built in the si)ecified that is, cover plate braaed to the bent 
web edges and the web thon cx.it open at the bottom leaving 3/64 inch 
diagonal to form the desirod lattice braoinss* 
RasultG of tloQ tests ore tabulated as shorn and a series of curves 
plotted to dotemiine the top chord behavior. It was observed that no 
biickling of the iseb or any failure of the brazing occurrod* The 
top chord specimen beliaved quite satisfactorily as a compression 
section. 
(d) General boliavior of tl^e model.—After the entire model ms 
ascoiiiblod, a series of tests ms liiade to determinG its elastic 
properties. The first scries of tests, however, ms conducted vjith 
such loadings as to produce results rviiich are knoym already. 
Thus, the model v/as vinifonnly loaded with 100 lbs, per panel 
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TABLE XII. (OOI-JT.) COLUI,:N TEST 
SET "B" 
(1) (2) (3) (4) 
Stresses 1 
Load, 
lbs*/sq.in» 
Strains ^ Ln 10000 in./in. 
lbs» # 657 # 658 # 659 KertiEirks 
0 0 0.082 0.081 0.084 
50 290 0,082 0.244 0.084 Readings ore 
100 582 0.164 0.406 0.084 token ivith 
200 1160 0.246 0.649 0.084 decreasing 
300 1740 0.410 0.623 0.167 load contin­
400 2330 0.574 0.823 0.251 ued from set 
500 2910 0.738 1.220 0.334 "A" 
600 3490 0,902 1.460 0.418 
700 4070 1.065 1.620 0.585 
800 4650 1.2S0 1.870 0.753 
• 
900 5230 1.480 2.0S0 0.920 
1000 5820 1.640 2,270 1.090 
1100 6400 1.800 2.520 1.250 
1200 6980 1.970 2.680 1.420 
1300 7560 2.130 2.840 1.590 
1400 8140 2.460 3.080 1.840 
1500 87S0 2.540 3.250 2.010 
1600 9310 2.790 3,490 2,090 
1700 9890 2.950 3.730 2,340 
IGOO 10460 3,200 3,980 2,590 
1900 11040 3,280 4,140 2,760 
2000 11620 3.520 4,300 3.010 
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joint for both trusses, and observations indicated a vortical de­
flection of 0,0150 of an inch at For oacii indiviclml truss 
taken as a planar struo-'oure, iiio defleotion at joint for 100 lbs. 
por joint is calculated to bo 0,0169 of an inch. 
For the same loading, and for the model as a space ntructuro, 
ihe deflection vrould be reduced a little because of the decreased 
stresses in chord membsrs# Im analysis could bo easily made by the 
method outlined in. Chapter III as for Ecoentrio loadings have 
not been used in order to avoid tiie uncertain torsion effect, 
Tlie elastic behavior of the model is thus found to bo satis­
factory. The stresses in a few chord rnesnbors tave also boon checked 
up, and iiie results agree fairly well v/ith the computed values for 
uniform loads on planeur trusses. 
Thus vAien the model is loaded mth 100 lbs. per panel joint for 
both trusses, the coinpai-ison betvreen measured and ccmputed stresses 
are as follov/s: 
Top chord Measured stress Computed stx'ess Error 
Ug-U^ - 303 lbs, - 323 lbs. - 7% 
Top chord 
Ugg-U^ - S34 - 3E3 lbs. + zfo 
Tho conputod stresses are liiade for the model truss considered as a 
planar strvicture. 
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2, Teste to Chook the Thoorotioal Analysis« The most desired 
results of the model analysis are deflections at the loaded trans­
verse frame, and stresses in a few critical momhers around tlie loaded 
joint. These •were accordingly measured. 
(a) Deflections.—Dials for measuring deflections at the corners 
of tlie loaded transverse froine are located as shovm in Fig. (44), 
Positive deflections vdll be shovaa as indicated in Fig. (44b), 
In making comparisons betTseen the measured and calculated d©~ 
flections, calculated values are based upon those obtained in 
Chapter III Space Displacementsj these values are assumed to vary 
directly as the load. The computations, however, must first be con­
verted to model dimensions by the corresponding scale reduction 
factors. 
Ti^en 40000 lbs» is placed at joint of the prototype, the 
ccanputod horizontal deflection at equalsi 
Tliis value may be converted to an equivalent model deflection as 
follows J 
This is tJie horizontal deflection to expect at tsiien a 100 lb, 
load is placed at joint of the model. For displacements caused 
2502 X 1000 
27,000,000 X 10,000 » 926 ten thousandths. 
2502 X 1000 
27,000,000 ^ ^ X 10,000 =46.3 ten thousandths. 
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•' w-40000 
Xf =» 40000 lbs. 
(a) Dsflootions & Stresses (b) Dial Locations 
Dsfleotions in Kips, E^l 
Stresses in lbs. 
Pig. 46 
Looatioa of Dials 
TABLE XIII. DEi'LECTIOHS OF TRANSVERSE FRAI.IE 
dg at u^, horizontal deflection. dyat vertical deflection djj at L^, horizontal deflection, 
1 
Load 10000 10000 10000 
at L^ j  iio. of tests Observed Calculated Ko. of tests Obsez^d Calculated No. of tests Observed Calculated 
lbs. in series •value a D value in aeries value, E value in series value, A value 
50 10 16,2 2S.1 11 15,62 19,6 14 2.57 0,8 
100 14 31.2 46,3 14 30,7 39.1 16 8,32 1,5 
150 10 46.9 69.5 10 47.5 59 9 10,6 2,2 
200 14 71.8 92.5 14 63,5 78 14 23,1 3,0 
250 1 82.0 115. 1 80 98 1 25,0 3,7 
300 5 97.2 1S9. 5 95,1 117 1 32,0 4.4 
350 2 111,5 159 2 110,5 137 1 34,0 5,1 
400 14 127.0 185 14 128,2 156 14 39.3 5,9 
500 5 159,0 231 5 162.3 195 5 46,7 7,3 
600 IS 190.5 277 14 193,5 235 14 54,3 8,8 
o 
TABLE XIII. (GOIW.) DET'KGTIOHS OF TEA1SVER3E PiWJ.S U^-U^ 
Load 
d^ at U^^jhorizontal deflection^ dyst vertical deflection. djj at L^, horizontal deflection. 
10000 10000 9 10000 1 
at L^, ijo, of tests Observed Calculated llo. of tests Observed Calculated Ho. of tests Ob seized Calculated 
lbs. in series value, Gr value in series value, F value in series value, J value 
50 10 14.4 22.5 10 1.4 3.5 11 2.36 0.8 
100 6 29.0 45.0 14 3.57 7.1 7 6.50 1.6 
150 11 39,0 67.5 10 6.2 10,5 9 10.1 2.4 
200 11 56.0 90.0 12 9.0 14,2 9 17.0 3.2 
250 1 72.0 112 1 9.0 17.7 
SOO 4 82.8 135 3 11.33 21.3 5 24.7 4.8 
550 2 99.0 157 2 14.0 24.8  ^am •» — 5.6 
400 6 116.9 180 12 16.6 28.4 10 S0.3 6.4 
500 S 14Se0 225 S 19.3 35.5 3 37.3 8.0 
600 6 169.0 270 12 24.9 42.5 8 45.5 9.6 
1 4 2  
Form E-T) 
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other loads at of tho prototypo, tsimilar oonversions vriil give 
the expected model displacements for equivalent model loads. 
Both tho observod and converted calculated deflections may bs 
found in Table XIII, These values ore plotted as shocna in Figs. 
(45, 46)« ValviQs of the observed displacements are the average of a 
number of tests in a fcrariesj the plotted points aro joined by broken 
lines. 
Unstrained positio, 
i 
cb^zrvzd 
deflection 
Compat&d., 
deflection 
100 lbs. on mode! 
Fig. 48 . 
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Tlie diflplaoQinent of tli-o transverse niodol frame as a result of 
the torqiie effect of the eccentric- load :.s shovm in ('^7), The 
full line represents the imloaded position, the dotted lino represents 
the converted calculated rotation, and the dot-and-dash line repre­
sents the observed displacement of the model. This diagrom corre­
sponds to 40,000 lbs. prototjrpe and 100 lbs. model loading. For 
rotations prodiiced by 0.11 other teat loads see Table XIII, 
(b) Stresses.—Stresses in top chords bottom L^-Lg, 
and in diagonal ^ 33-^44 "Ug-L^ of the loaded truss; and in top 
chord Ugg-TJ^ of the unloaded tnass vrere measwed vxith Iluggenberger 
Tensometers and the results ore compared v/ith those computed in 
Chapter III for the prototype. In Table XIV a comparison in shovm 
bQt\7een the model and prototype unit stresses, A fei*; of these ore 
discussed bolow. 
In top chord U^-U. of the prototype, the unit stress O 4k 
•which agrees well vdth the unit stress of - 940 lbs,/sq,in, in the 
corresponding member of the model for a concentrated load of 100 lbs, 
at on the assumption that the moduli of elasticity are tlae same 
for both the prototype and the model. 
In diagonal U_<-L. of tho prototype, the unit stress, 
o ^ 
0 _ - 34633 
43,33 
=» 798 lbs»/aq.in. 
+30188 
+1025 lbB,/6q,in» 
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and this coiresponds to tlio oxpeoted unit stress of 1061 IbB./Bq.in, 
in the some siember of the model. 
In bottom chord L.-L^ of the prototype, unit stress 
•Jc 
S = + ipSl = + 576 Ibs./sq.in. 
2D 
compares favorably vdth the observed stress of 550 Ibs./sq.in, 
In top chord tinloaded truss of the prototype for 
00,000 lbs. at f^ives a unit 
S « = - 229 Ibs./sq.in# 
43,33 ' ^ 
The \init stress in the sasTio mennber of the model for 150 lbs. at L, 
4 
ms measured to be 219 lbs,/sq.in. For other loadings, they vary as 
loads at L_g_j 50 lbs. per joint on both trusses are used for initial 
readings, and Yf will be the addiijional load added at L^. Measured 
stresses are based on the average of different tests as reoorded 
Iluggenberger tensometers. Both measured and calculated results are 
tabulated as shoisn in Table XIV. 
TABLE XIT. UMIT STIffiSSES ON I,!0D]5L 
Diagonal Top Chord Bottom Chord Bottom Chord 
Load Og-L^, lbs«/sq» in. Ug-IJ^, Ibs./sq. in. Lg-L^, Ibs./sq. in. Ibs./sq.in. 
at L^, Obsei^ed Calculated Observed Calculated Observed Calculated Observed Oalculated, 
lbs* ' •calue •value value value value value value value 
50 + 552 + 513 - 498 - 400 .... + 330 + 288 
100 +1061 - +1025 - 940 - 800 + 440 + 448 + 550 + 576 
150 +1540 +1539 -1550 -1200 .... + 775 + 864 
200 +1980 +2050 -2035 -1600 + 840 + 896 .... .... 
250 +2560 -2000 .MM. .... .... 
300 +S070 -2880 -2400 +1080 +1340 
350 mmmrnm +3590 -2600 .... mtmmm .... 
400 +3790 +4100 -4015 -3200 +1460 +1790 .... 
450 +4610 -3600 .... .... 
500 +5120 -4980 -4000 +1900 +2240 .... 
550 ...» +5630 -4400 .... 
600 +5230 +6150 -6160 -4800 +210U +2690 .... .... 
-a 
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v. SUMiaRY 
A. IKTBRPRETATIOK OF RESULTS 
Defleo'biQn8» All horizontal deflsctions of the four corners 
of the loaded frame are toward the loaded truss. 2^he tv/o top 
corners, however, liave moved far more than the tvro lov/or corners so 
that the relative motion of the transverse frame is a rotation in 
tho direction of the torque as shoroi in Fig. ( 4S), 
The vertical deflection of the loaded truss and the horizontal 
deflections of and although they are low, agree fairly well 
vdth the calculated values. This can be explained by t'l-se fact that 
tho truss action of the entire bridge is not as ideal as assumeds 
that is, when tlie bridge is under eccentric loading, the joints are 
more rigid than pin-cormected, even in tlie planes of the individual 
trusses. 
The vertical deflection on the xmloaded side falls appreciably 
off from the calculated valuesj while the horizontal deflections at 
the tvTO lovier corners of tlia loaded truss are rnudi larger than com­
puted. Although this may be explained in a number of vreiys, the main 
reason is tliat as the bridge rotates, all tho freely hanging weights 
tend to push the bottom laterals toward the loaded truss. Aocording-
ly, the loaded transverse fruiiie is rotated as ahovm. in Fig. (49), 
T^ien the bridge is under eccentric load. In any case, however, the 
horizontal deflections at the tvro lov/er corners are vory sirxLll in 
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compariBon mth other deflections, and thoir effect is negligible 
on the problem ac a -whole. 
lon<^i'iudina( axis 
u4.i 
l<f4-
l';Y= <^ 00 0 0 lbs. 
l'^  
p4-4 
c: 
f" vsl-e 
l44. 
h=^oooo 
P=2(:,00 
P=2&00 
trj, =:zooao 20000 
(Si=lS?6.0 sl ^ l52ho 
Z52C,0 <Z7'?C? 
(a) Applied Load (b) Squivaleat Lead Systan (o) Effective Loads 
Pig. 49 
\^en an eooentrio load W, Fig. 49a, is placed on the bridge its 
effect nay be studied by breaking it into ti'/o parts, Pig. 49b; one, 
an equal load V/ plaoed on the longitudinal axis of tho bridge, and 
tho other a torque equal to the load W times its eccontrioity. For 
ti,is bridge, Fig« 49c, a load of 40,000 lbs. produces loads of 
20,000 Ibo. 
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intensity at and at the torque produoes a do-mward load Q of 
15,?60 lbs. at and an, upward load Q of 15^?60 Iba. at L^, The 
net result produces an offectiv© downward load of 35,260 ITss. at 
and an ©ffootive dovmvmrd load of 4,"/40 lbs. at 
A study of these values in terms of the computed and model dis-
placenisnts provides a x'ational explanation of tho gonoral validity of 
the method and accuracy of theanalysis employed in this investigation. 
Joint 
Effective Load, 
lbs. 
1 
Displacements in 10000 of an inch 
Model Computed* 
% 
Amount of total 
0.' 
Amount of total Amount 
% 
of total 
% 
^44 
55260 88.1 
4740 11.9 
30»70 89.6 
3,57 10,4 
39,1 
7.1 
84.6 
15.4 
Total 40000 100.0 34.27 100,0 46,2 100.0 
•^Converted to model scale by reduction factor# 
The accompanying table shotra the computod effective loads, model 
vertical displacments and computed vertical displacements at joints 
and L^, A ccaaparison botroeen the computed effective loads and 
the observed vertical displacemants at the loaded joint and the 
unloaded joint indioatoa almost the same proportional transfer 
of load, namely, 11,9 par cent torque calculation and 10,4 per 
cent by vertical displacciront as observed on the model* The load 
transfer as determined by the computed vertical displacement appears 
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to be 15,4 per cent as compared v^ith 11,9 per cent by torque computa­
tion, IliiB close agrooraont betvreen tho factors that ray bo used to 
interpret the transfer of load from a loaded to an unloaded truss in-
(licatos tliat the calculated distribution of the torque to the tw> 
vortical trusses and the two lateral trusses maj*" be assumed as 
reasonably correct in theory and accurate in computation, 
2. Stresses, An interpretation of the computed atrossos my Ija 
follovred by referring to I'ic, 27 on page 74 and to fig. 50 on page 
152, Mien the bridge is considered as a spaoe structure and a load 
is applied at stresses la the loaded vertical truss are as shopm 
in Pig, SOaj and for static equilibrium about each joint, reference 
should be rcade to Fig, 27, Stresses in the same tiruss, vAien it is 
considered as a planar structure and is under the samo load, are as 
shovjn in Fig. 50b, A comparison of these two cases vrould indicate 
that axial stresses are greatly reduced iniisn the entire bridge is 
solved as a space structure, and the greatest reduction is in the 
bottoE; chords. 
Measured stresses in the diagonal agree fairly vjell with 
the cor.puted values, 'fiiis shovfs that the vertical load on the loaded 
truss is about the amoixnt as computed. As sliovm in Table XIV, Tihen 
the concentrated load increases, tlie stresses in this diagonal de­
crease in Gompai^ison ivith the computed values, A few factors could 
be attributed to this resxilt, but the main reason is tlmt the actual 
torque created by the aocontric load is not a pure torque as vras 
assumed. Tills torque decreases as the bridge rotates. 
Ui -17078 Uz -I7072> Us -34633 Uo- ~3555e (j^  
/ V 
/ / 
\o &/ 
f f 
tn 
/ / +ZZ4-50 •r ZZB94- / +I5ZG7 + I837Z \ " ' 
-< 
L, L Z ^3 
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L5 
>_ 
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40000 lbs. on Bridge. 
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Comparison of Bridf^e Stresses. 
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3. Bstimite of Errors Involvad* Errors involved in the whole 
probloiii are attri'bu'bed to the ideal assuinptionei to the distribution 
of load in t;he inatiioiTiatical oomputationsj to tho design of tha model; 
to the construation of ths modelj and to the observations of measure­
ments. 
Thus in the computations, as noted before, tho division of tho 
0quiTra.lent load system could be made in different -ways, and each 
system •mill not affect any of Joints aside from the loaded trans­
verse frame but to a certain extent it affects members at the local 
joint, This is iBell explained in the Prinoiple of St, Venant, 
In the design of the model, certain percentages of error have 
been allowed in proportioning sections and their structural properties. 
KG errca* is abovo Ky/o and generally much less than this amount. But 
all errors as a vihole |^e compensating for the entire structure 
rather than accumulating, for some of tho properties are more and son© 
less than desired, 
Tonsoiiioters for stress measurements could be read to l/lOOOO of 
an inoh for unit strain, Tl-iat means, for K equal to S7 million lbs, 
per sq,in,, these instru:!\ents can be read to the degree of 2700 lbs 
per sq, in. for unit stresses. Stresses less than this are a fair 
guess. Also rough surfaces at the brazed joints will add more or 
less errors for deflections, since l/lOOOO of an inoh deflection is 
rather too small a distance not to be affected 'by -norlonaaship. 
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Vihen all these factors are summed up, measuremants made on the 
model to compare with the calculatod values for a prototype ore raUia: 
satisfactory, and in fact bettor than expected. 
B. COHCLUSIONS 
With a finite nvinber of measureitients, the author prefers not to 
inslce conclusions that might be altogether too definite. Talcing all 
factors into consideration, hov/ever, he feels tliat he is ^"justified to 
those statemonts, 
1. Tasts on tho nodel have definitely denonstrated t}tat it is 
not only possible to desij-n a space rcodel from a definite prototype, 
but also that such a model is qijite practical. Also, a inodol can 
be produced at a verj*- low cost in comparison vfith \vhat it would cost 
to malce a miniature reproduction; and tho Btriictural beliavior of the 
model can be made quite similar to tliat of the prototype, 
E. Tests on the model have definitely proved that all trans­
verse frames are restrained to a high degree and are able to transmit 
torsion. 
3. The tranETverse frames rotate in tho direction of tlie torque. 
4. Tlie distribution of the torque oniong the tiojsses composing 
the bridge can bo determined fairly accurately by the method used in 
Gl-iapter III. 
5. The effect of torsion is distributed among the vertical and 
lateral trusses in proportion to thoir relative stifi-'nesa. In other 
v.ordE, wiiora thoro ia uu ocoentrio load on tho floor booji, t]io offootivs 
loads on tiio tivo vertical trusaes aro not the siKplo boai'i reactions 
of tlie floor boaru 
6, In tho case of oxtreris oocontrioity, when the applied load 
ia in the plane of ono of tho vertical trusses, tlie unloaded truss 
carrieo a portion of tho aypliod load. 
7« Tne strosoes in all meinlwrs of ths vertical truss vAiich 
carries the larger portion of an eccentrically appliod load are 
ainaller tlmn tho atretjses obtained by the usiial rnetliod of distriljuting 
a load eccentrically placed on the floor beam. 
G, Stress analysis vMoh does not take into account the transfer 
of torque tJirouch tho traxisverse fraiae leads to erroneous interpreta­
tions. The result from this riothod of analysis, vriiich lias appoai-ed in 
recont literature and is again presented in Appendix A, does not check 
with tho nodol tests in Chapter IV. On tho othei' liands tho result from 
the computations ir.ade in Oiapter 111, which have takon into account 
the transfer of torque offoct tj-.rough the ti-ansverse frame, doos check 
vri.th the Liodel tests. 
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APFEtiniX A 
S'fcross /umlysis of a Bridf^e B'raiiie on the Assumption that ifc 
is Complotoly Pin-Cojmooted. Tlio convGntioml assumption used to 
•olvG the "bridgG as a space structure is that all joints are piri-
conneoted in all diroctions, and the degree of redundancy is de­
termined from the equation, 
n a Sm — 6 
vdiere n is the number of members required to make the structui'e 
stable, and m is the necessary number of space joints. 
Vflaen tlie structure is redundant, the solution is obtained just 
as for planar structures by a direct application of the strain-energy 
method. 
Before the author decided to make the solution given in Cliapter 
III, and before he designed a model to check up the computed results, 
he solved the problem by applying tlie method outlined above. The 
bridge dimensions and the l/ea values of the members are about the 
san® as those for the bridge analyzed in Chapter I1I» Because of 
the tedious v/ork involved in solving redundant members, only single 
diagonal bracing is used in the lateral trusses. The portals, how­
ever, are assumed to be braced with full diagonals. 
The bridge is loaded ivith 15,000 lbs. at as shown in Pig. (51), 
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?S'/50'-C>" T IjSJOoo /3. 
s^ 'or 
9493 . 
Fig, 51, 
Bridge Str-ucture 
with 
Single Lateral Bracings. 
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Tho nurr.ber of reactions, as usually provided for ordinary Tsridges, 
are shovm in tho figure. Hie number of members in the space 
structvire: 
2 vertical trusses at 81-———— 42 
top lateral, not including 
t o p  o i i o r d s — 9  
bottom lateral, not inoluding 
b o - t b o m  o h o r d s — " — — — 1 3  
t r a a i s v e r s e  b r a c i n K S - — 2  
Total number of members— 66 
and total reactions——-—-——• 8 
Total nvffiiber of unknovms 74 
The number of space joints is 24, and tJne number of equations by 
considering tlie static of equilibrium is 72» Therefore, the degree 
of roclundaacy of the entire bridge is 2. 
Assumo U -U„, and -L„ as redundant members and romovo them 
44 5 55 6 
from the bridge. The stresses S' in the bridge are those due to 
tho concentrated load at onlyj and ia this case S* exists in the 
loaded vertical truss only after the redimdancies Imve been removed, 
Tho stresses aro those due to one pound tension in redundant; 
member and the horizontal components of tho top diagonals 
along tho direction of top chords on the vertical trusses as shown 
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Uzz LJ44 5^S 
% 0 
y + 
y 
. ffi 
\ 0 
I 
 ^C'. tn 
sJ' ^  ^X^ <i. irj t 
\ 
U, Ut Ui U4 u. 
4  ®  e s ^ i o o '  
(a) Top.diagonals and struts. 
i-dsa, 
0.g77 uk  -2 .77  UA - I ' l l  Uss  
o.eze 
+ ZA6 + 1 .38  
•S5 33 •cc 
1.705  
Mjo" /. 705 (b) Un*losded truss 
o.aza O.B2B 0.32 a 
Ut ~O.Z77  'Uc  *O.S5l  Us  ~O.S5l  Ul^  i -O.n?  ^  
t .OZ 
,c& 10 z 
0.6, 
-1 .38  -1.36 
Kg 4.07 A 
(c) Loaded truss V4=/.705 
Stresses in Bridge due to unit 
load in redundant member 
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Fig. 53. 
Stresses in Bridge due to 
unit load in redundant member 
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in Fig, (52). The Ug Gtrdsses exist only in tho bottom lateral 
truss, and these are shotm in Fig. (53)» If R-^ and Rg are the axial 
stresses in the redundant members U^-Ug and Lgg«Lg respeotively under 
the external load, then tho tv/o follox'dng equations vri.ll be true» 
I 93 n. 
<9Rl * 
- 924,200 + 1400*88R3^ + 854*20R2 =» 0 . (l) 
V' n 
SS2 ° » 
- 903,800 + 854.2Ri 1674.2R2 « 0 (2) 
Solving, 
a + 477 lbs»^and Rg = •»• 298 lbs* 
Final stresses in tho entire bridge are obtained by substitution 
as tabulated in Tables XV to XIX inclusive* 
It is of particular interest, to observe that the top lateral 
truss will bend like an S curve vdth tlis portion near the load bend­
ing inTjard, and the left portion of the bridge bending out-vrard* In 
tho bottom lateral truss, it also develops an S curve, only opposite 
to tJiat in the top lateral truss* The cause for the devolopment of 
an S ciiTve is due to the lieavy compressions in the top chords around 
and heavj'- tensions in those bottom chords around eind due to 
tho assumption that all joints are pin-connected in all directions# 
2» Displaoeinents of tho Bridge Structure* The displacenionts 
of tho structure can be either computed or found from displaceineat 
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-0 .56  U44 -  Z .3 t  6/55 
(•33.55 ->•4 .5 /  
00 44 '-ZI <-33 
(a) L/A values in Truss TT 
•ss 
U, -57.07 Uz -53.34 
p> 
-0.533 -0.538 -i07C, -I.07G 
+ 0 .536  
<2> <S> e5= /50'-0 
(c) 'u* stress in vertical truss. 
Figo 54o 
Data for vertical truss deflections with 15000 lbs, at L^o 
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U, 4^.ZO Un 
Z04-' 
iv=/^ +1.0 
L values 
A 
u'stress L values, 
A • 
(a) Portals with full 
difip'onals. 
Un f2.3l , Uzz  to.sa ' U33 -O.sa U44- -2.3' U55 
-57 .07  /  -65 .34  
1 
-113 .85  -uz . i z  
N' 
1 
U,  Ul  _ Us  U4 • 
*  4 (§>25 = /00 ' -  *  
(b) L/A. values for lateral, truss, 
-•0.3GS> - / . 1 0 3  
+0.506 + 1.103 
(c) 'u' stress in 
lateral truss as 
simply supported. 
Fig. 55, 
Data for top lateral deflections with 15000 lbs, at 
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"3^39  L„ 4v l -aas '  Lss *4SJ  
va;» . 
L,  
( a )  L / A  v a l u e s .  
f9o - 0.9so 
-/S60 - 0.930 
/ +0.4-9o /  -i - .OVSo 
NP? '0 N?b >0 
X"*-+ i.j70 \ 
io 
\ "S N^ l. 
'•9bo \+o980 
N 
\ 
\ - s @ za = /£o' 
" " ^ 
1 
^ 4/^ ' 
k 
(b) 'u' stress in bottom lateral 
truss as simply supported, 
Fic. 56. 
Data for botton lateral deflections with 150,00 lbs. at L, 
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TABLID XV. DBFL3CTI01I AT % OF THE LOADED 
V13RTICAL TRUSS 
Pinal SL 
L Stresses E/i.' 
Member A S, Lbs. u Kips 
Uj-Ug 7 - 8153 - 0.538 + 30.70 
V^s 7 - 7906 - 0.538 + 29.77 
U3-U4 7 -16264 - 1.076 +122.50 
7 -16017 - 1.076 +120.64 
Lq-LI 11 + 990 + 0.269 + 2.93 
11 + 1390 + 0.269 + 4.11 
^2""^S 6 +10180 + 0.806 + 49.23 
6 +10180 + 0.806 + 49.23 
11 + 6808 + 0.538 + 40,29 
11 + 7253 + 0.538 + 42.92 
UI-LQ 10 - 6683 - 0.428 + 28,60 
"1-3^2 16 + 6683 + 0.428 + 45.76 
Ug-Lg 15 - 6683 - 0.428 + 42.90 
U3-L4 15 + 6683 + 0.428 + 42.90 
U5-L4 16 +12637 + 0.856 +173.07 
10 -12637 - 0.856 +108,17 
Uj-Li 15 
30 4M 
Vi-s 15 
30 rnrn tmrnm^mm 
U5-L5 IS 
E =• 1 2= +933.72 
Vsz'tioal defleotion of =• 933.72 downvard 
Ill 
TA)5L3 XVI, DlSPLtlCTIOH AT OF THK UlTLOADliD 
Vdutic/ll truss 
Members 
L 
A 
Pinal 
Stresses 
S, 11)8, 
u. 
in lbs. 
. Hu> 
r, *? "22 "33 PI IT «TT 
OS „3S7M 
o U44""55 
0^0"^ 1 
ji k 3^''^ 44 
o Si 
P5 O 
5^5"^ 66 
1^1**%0 
B 1,33 T22 
.2 U55^ 5;44 
« ^55 ^66 
« jjll hi 
d 22 22 
I "65-%6 
7 
7 
7 
7 
11 
11 
6 
6 
11 
11 
10 
16 
15 
15 
16 
10 
15 
30 
15 
30 
15 
+ 330 
+ 83 
- 83 
- 330 
+3445 
+3050 
+2320 
+1500 
+ 805 
+ 410 
+ 655 
263 
+ 263 
263 
+ 263 
- 655 
- 0.538 - 1.24 
- 0,538 ~ 0*31 
- 1,076 + 0.62 
- 1,076 + 2.48 
+ 0,269 +10.19 
+ 0,269 + 9.02 
+ 0.806 +11.22 
+ 0.806 + 7.64 
+ 0.538 + 4.76 
+ 0.538 + 2,43 
•" 0,428 - 2.80 
+ 0.428 - 1.80 
- 0.428 - 1,69 
+ 0.428 •• 1.69 
+ 0.856 + 5*60 
- 0.856 + 5,61 
B = 1 2 = +48.04 
Vortical deflection of L,. => 48,04 doranmrd 
44 
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TABLli XVII, FOuTAL DEFLliCTIOilS 
Final SuL 
L Stresses SA » 
Mombor A S, Iba, u Kips 
3 Uj. -Uii 
t Lo-Loo 
S Uj -lo 
f "^ ll'k)© 
'J %l-^ 0 
25 + 168 + 1.0 + 4,20 
8 
10 -6683 
10 
80 
+ 655 
- 431 
+ 2,35 
- 2,55 
+15,40 
+87,92 
B « 1 2 +107.52 
3 1'6 -"56 25 - 168 + 1.0 - 4.20 
£ a® 
"6 ^ 6 
8 —— 
10 -12637 
•§, "55-^66 10 
80 
- 655 
+ 431 
+ 2.35 
- 2.55 
-15,40 
-87,92 
B =» 1 Z =107.52 
Left Portal: 
Deflection at =< +107«52 
Deflection at (107,52 - 4,2) «* +103,32 
Right Portals 
Deflection at U„ = -107,52 
o 
Deflection at -103»32 
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TABLE XVIII. D15I-'LEt;TI0i; AT Uy,, U.. OF TilS 
TOP IATERM.S^ ^ 
Final ' SuL 
L StroBses I'lA * 
i.Iamber A s. lbs. u Kips 
^22~^S3 
7 
7 
+ 
•l-
330 
83 -0,368 - 0.21 
w 
'd 
u o 
^33"'"44 
^44"^55 
7 
7 
83 
330 
-1.103 
avMMMi 
+ 0,64 
o Ui -Ug 7 m 8153 •40,368 -21.00 
U2 -Ug 7 - 7906 •»0,735 -40,67 c 
Ug -U4 7 -16264 •!0.735 -83,68 
7 -16017 •4-1.103 -123.67 
^11-^1 25 + 168 
CO 25 + 168 •K).25 + 1.05 
>5} 3 
•1144-^4 
U55-U5 
25 —— 
§ -fj 25 
25 • -
168 
168 
+0.75 - 3.15 
w 
^1 ""^22 70 298 -0.445 + 9,26 f-4 
S ^2 -U33 70 
•* 298 -0.445 + 9.28 
o 
o to 
&-t aJ 
koJf 
^33"'^4 
U44-U5 
70 
70 + 
298 
298 
+0.445 
-1,333 
+ 9,2s 
-27.81 
« 
- 1 z= -270,£36 
Deflection at due to lateral truss, but not 
portals, = -270*66 
Bafleotion at dug to lateral truss, but not 
portals, =» (-270.66 - 4,20) « - 274,86 
Bcrfatoia , 
Diagonals 
"l 1*^ 1 t  t  I 
tr< tr" f f c-O CJl !?> M M M M to J-J 
' Floor Beams 
Sr" IT* IT* Ir^  IT* ir* di cji M W H" O 
<33 cn iP» CiJ to •-» O 
I i I I t I > 
^ ^ 1^ M jM 
0> Ol rfi. M K) M O 
Bottcan Chords 
f Sr" tr CJI j{:« W M 
t t I I t i ir't- tr< tr- r' 
o> cn M M 
f Er* f f tr' f CI lf> OJ M M Q 
CT. ^  D3 M Oj 
tr* t"' f f IT" f Oi cn lf» M M M 
C5 cn tt» &3 M I-" 
<J -3 -< -< -J -3 
O O O O O O 02 CD CO 05 05 CD OS 
l-J M M f-i 
M H* 05 05 »-• M 
H" M 
M H" cn O f-* H" 
-I- 4 1 » J 
iF* iJi' iP- (P> tfs 
•<1 -s" -J -I -J -a 
-o —  ^
i r + •  
J 1 ) ro ro ! w to 1 a a 1 c:> 1 CD to t CD CO 
+ + ^  jt + + 
-<J 0> O O M . 
to O M KJ C/3 O 
tn O C3 03 to to 
M 03 o a o o 
+ + + 4- + + 
ro w o5 
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diagrams. Since the disljcrtion of the loaded transverse frame at 
has been specifioally studied in this problem, the displaoeriientB 
for those four corners are calculated in this case. Taking each 
truss separately, the deflection at any point is found from the 
aquation, 
d » 7" ^  
^ m 
Thus 1 lb» is applied at and and the deflections are found 
as tabulated in Tables XV to XIX. Per the top lateral truss, the u 
stress for finding deflections should be computod by talcing the 
entire top lateral truss including the fully laraced portals as one 
unit. For simplicity of oosiputations, however, little error \7iH be 
involved by considering the entire top lateral truss as nrnde up of 
three trussesj lateral truss, and the two fully braced portals# 
Then deflections at U^, and U44, are found by considering the top 
lateral truss as simply supported, and then later deflections due to 
portals are added# 
One point to be noted is that the vertical deflections at 
and are the same as at and respectively. Horizontal 
dofleotiofe at is different from tliat at by the defoiTnation 
of the head <5trut The same reaaonir^ applies to the horizontal , 
deflections at L^, in the bottom lateral truss. Distortion of 
the transverse loaded frecnie aa oalo\ilated above is then scaled as shovjn 
in Fig. (57), 
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u^ h 933. 
ispoo /i, 
46.0'/ 
Figo 57, 
Displace-ient of Transverse Fra-ie U^-U^4' 
ii:;3 
Horiaontal deflection at U^t 
duo to portal settlements, 
=.107.52 »-53.76 
z 
due to lateral truss aotion., 
= - 270.66 
Total = -* o24.42 
IIoriEontal deflection at 
due to portal settlements, 
= - = - 51,66 
2 
due to lateral truss action, 
= - 274.86 
Total = ^ 326,52 
Bottom laterals; 
Horiaontal deflection at « + 353.87 
Horizontal deflection at L44 = 353.87 - Effect of Member 
vAien u is applied at 
= (353.87 + 2.15) == + 356.02 
It is quite evident that the rotation of the loaded transverse 
fraino as against the direction of the torque created by the eccentric 
load is illof;ical. From another point of viev/, the solution is cor­
rect only for the assumption that all joints are pin-connected in 
184 
space, and the effect of torsion, therefore, could not be transmitted 
through the loaded treoisverse frame, vdiich is assumed as a pin-
coiHieoted paralellcgroin. 
The samo result has been obtained by W» Bsrgf elder (3). Aotxml 
measuronents made by R. Berjahard on a series of bridges in Evirope, 
however, have shom that this solution is far from the faot. 
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APPENDIX B 
True stiffness of the Portal Strut. On aooount of the loiea 
braces triiioh are generally used in bridge portals, the portal struts 
are greatly stiffened. The true stiffness of the portal struts 
can be bast determined by tlio method of Column Analogy developed 
b5' Professor Ilardy Cross (9)« 
Using this method, the indeterminate moment at any section of 
a beam to preserve its continuity can be found from a formulo. similar 
to the one used for finding, the fiber stress of an eocentrioally 
loaded oolumn* 
In this method of analysis it is first necessary to plot the 
~ ordinates for tlie original beam. This diagram is called the 
ang-loRous column 8eotion» For tiais analogous section, 
' ^ \ 
= the indetermiiiate moment at any section of the original beam,. 
P a the load on the analogous coltimn section, in terras of 
angle of rotation caused by the api^lied loads., 
A = the area of the analogous column section which is equal 
to 'jY/here 1^ is for the original becm. 
M •= the moment produced by the eccentric load about the 
centroid of tho analogous section. 
o o> the fiber distance from the centroid of the analogous 
section • 
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= tlie moment of inertia of tlio analogous section area 
throvigh its oentroid. 
Also, tho stiffness of any beam, hinged at one end and fixed 
at the other end, nay be defined as tlie liioment required to produce 
unit rotation at the hinged end« 
For the section of tho portal strut as BhoT,m in Pig. (58), 
tile moment of inertia of different sections of the strut is first 
found• 
Tiio mlues for tho moment of inertia are shovm in Table XX for 
sections located as distances x as shov/n in Fig# (S8)« In tliis 
table Ig is the moment of inertia of the constant portion of the 
lioad strut and I'jj is the momont of inertia of tho bracket portion, 
both being taken about the centroid of tlie ssotiono 
Section properties are then tabulated as follows: 
TABLE XX. SECTION PROPERTIES OF PORTAL STRUT 
^S» 
in. Centroid in.4 in.^ in.^ 
0 0,96 10573 7.2 10580 
10 11,40 13536 7620 21156 
20 16.60 18396 13130 31526 
SO 22.10 24446 21080 45526 
40 27.80 . 37546 31380 68926 
50 33.70 42946 '44810 87756 
60 39.60 55247 63100 118346 
60 43,20 63746 73700 137446 
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Tho I/EI diagram is ploti.ed as shovm in Fig. (59)» In tlio 
diagram, due to the small iDaRnitudes of l/l values, l/ll8346 at the 
distance of x equal to 60 in#, is used as a unit. Moment of inertia 
of the l/l diagram with respect to its am. oentroid, 0, is ccmiputed 
by dividing up the ontire diagram into simll strips as shovm. in 
Fig, (59), On account of symmetry, only one-half of the section io 
needed. 
TABLE XXI. SBCMOH PllOPtffiTIlilS OF TliB 
PORTAL SIHUT 
Longtlx Width, 
a A IJ/I 
X from l/l(L)3 
Seotion L f in • l/l oentroid, 0 ax2 12 ax^ + io 
1 6 1.3 7.8 89 61000 23.4 61020 
2 10 1,6 16 81 114800 133.5 114930 
3 10 1.9 19 71 95800 150.5 95960 
4 10 3 SO 61 111500 250 111750 
5 10 4.7 47 51 122200 392 122590 
6 10 8.7 87 41 146000 725 146730 
7 36 11.2 430 18 139400 43400 182800 
2= 636,8 7=835780 
Tlie other half section has 
the same valuoa, 636,8 835780 
A a 1273,6 1=1671560 
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lengthy tlien ita stiffness vrould be, 
for THiifom seotion is 
4:1 4 X 10546 nnn J 
— SoT -
Thus thq loieQ braoes l-iavs increased tJie stiffnoss of the portal 
striit from 207 in,® to 829.01 in,®« 
